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HOURS OF TOWN OFFICES
The Selectmen's Office, Town Hall, Main Street, Hopkinton Village, is open
the following days and hours unless posted otherwise:
Monday-Friday 8:30 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
Telephone Number 746-3170
It is requested that anyone wishing assistance with Town affairs please con-
tact Donna Brochu at the office Monday -Friday. The Board of Selectmen meets
every Wednesday evening beginning at 4:00 unless otherwise posted. Meet-
ings are scheduled every other week during the summer months.
For information pertaining to tax maps, deeds, assessments and property
transfers, contact Olive Moyer at the office on Monday or Friday. Questions
concerning accounts payable, receivable or payroll should be addressed to Nancy
Remick at the office Tuesday thru Thursday.
Donna M. Brochu, Selectmen's Secretary 746-3170
Olive Moyer, Assessing Assistant 746-3861
Nancy Remick, Bookkeeper 746-3170
The Town Clerk's Office, Fountain Square (Johnson & Porter Building) Contoo-
cook, is open the following days and hours unless posted otherwise:
Monday-Friday 8:30 A.M.- 5 :00 P.M.
Telephone Number 746-3180
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., Town Clerk
The Tax Collector's Office, Fountain Square (Johnson & Porter Building)
Contoocook, is open the following days and hours unless posted otherwise:
Monday-Friday 8:30 A.M. -5:00 P.M.
Telephone Number 746-3179
Sue B. Strickford, Tax Collector
Cover drawing by Jan Colcord, a sophomore at Hopkinton High School
The subject of this, the second in a series of pen and ink drawings, is the Hop-
kinton Town Hall, located in Hopkinton Village, which houses the Selectmen's
Office, Assessing Office and Police Station.
The Selectmen greatly acknowledge the work of Mr. Colcord and, again,
extend their appreciation to his instructor, James Kociuba.
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HOPKINTON TOWN REPORT - 1982 TOWN OFFICERS
MODERATOR:
Philip S. Dunlap Term Expires 1984
SELECTMEN:
Robert York Term Expires 1983
Toni Gray Term Expires 1984
Stanley White Term Expires 1985
*TOWN CLERK:
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr Term Expires 1983
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK:
Sue B. Strickford Term Expires 1983
TREASURER:
Owen L. French Term Expires 1983
DEPUTY TREASURER:
John E. Prewitt Term Expires 1983
TAX COLLECTOR:
Sue B. Strickford Term Expires 1983
DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR:
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr Term Expires 1983
CHIEF OF POLICE Chester L. Jordan
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER David A. Story
FIRE CHIEF Thomas V. Krzyzaniak
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF I Wayne Flenniken
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF II Peter Russell
BUILDING INSPECTOR A. David Dufault
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR John D. McGregor III
TOWN NURSE Sylvia Falzone, R.N.
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE:
Barbara S. McCabe Term Expires 1983
BUDGET COMMITTEE:
Charles A. George Term Expires 1983
Luciele Gaskill Term Expires 1983
Marshall M. Moyer, Sr Term Expires 1984
George H. Wallace Term Expires 1984
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John E. Prewitt Term Expires 1985
Erick Leadbeater Term Expires 1985
Robert York Selectmen's Rep.
Peter Dwyer Hopkinton Precinct Rep.
Richard Coen Contoocook Precinct Rep.
Betsy Wilder School Board Rep.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST:
Carolyn B. Wallace Term Expires 1984
Phyllis D. Averill Term Expires 1986
Mary Ella Cluff Term Expires 1988
*AUDITORS:
Ray U. Mills Term Expires 1983
Olive M. Moyer Term Expires 1984
James P. Hargrove Term Expires 1985
FIREWARDS:
Leonard L. George Contoocook
Raymond C. Proctor Hopkinton
Robert H. White West Hopkinton
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
Richard T. Deane Term Expires 1983
Donna M. Brochu Term Expires 1984
Bonita Cressy Term Expires 1985
LIBRARY TRUSTEES:
Katrina C. Richardson Term Expires 1983
Sarah B. Coen Term Expires 1984
Paul S. Otis Term Expires 1985
FENCE VIEWERS:
Alfred N. Chandler Roy Kimball George W. Bean
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER:
Frank Story Charles Sawyer Everett Jones
TREE WARDEN David A. Story
WEIGHER Roger M. Andrus
SEXTON Bernard G. Foster
TOWN ROAD COMMITTEE:
Robert Greer Term Expires 1983
Marshall Moyer, Sr Term Expires 1984
Bruce Ellsworth Term Expires 1985
Paul S. Otis Term Expires 1986
Harry Parker Term Expires 1987
TOWN OF HOPKINTON
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE:
Charles W. Clifford (Resigned 1 1/82) Term Expires
Barbara Richards Term Expires
Derek Owen Term Expires
Richard Lord Term Expires
Erick Leadbeater Term Expires
Allen I. Lewis Term Expires
Ron Klemarczyk Term Expires
TOWN PLANNING BOARD:
Toni Gray, Selectmen's Rep Term Expires
Erick Leadbeater Term Expires
Richard Vogt Term Expires
Glenn Bohanan Term Expires
George Langwasser Term Expires
Donald Houston Term Expires
Robert Dunning Term Expires
ALTERNATES
Roni Soucy Term Expires
Edward Pound Term Expires
William Gay Term Expires
*CEMETERY TRUSTEES:
Mary E. Merrill Term Expires
Beverly Johnson Term Expires
David B. Packard Term Expires
TOWN ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr Term Expires
James P. Hargrove Term Expires
Barbara McCabe Term Expires
Lloyd W. Peterson Term Expires
Fred Noseworthy Term Expires
ALTERNATES
Kurt Swenson Term Expires
Robert White Term Expires
Frank Holmes Term Expires
Janet Krzyzaniak Term Expires































HOPKINTON-WEBSTER SANITARY LANDFILL COMMITTEE:
Hopkinton Respresentatives:
Donald Drescher Term Expires 1983
David Newell Term Expires 1984
HOPKINTON RECREATION COMMITTEE:
Barbara Boatwright Term Expires 1983
Donald Clarke Term Expires 1983
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr Term Expires 1984
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William Bean, Selectmen's Rep Term Expires 1985
Philip B. Cole (George's Park Rep.) Term Expires 1985
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION:
Kay Lehman Term Expires 1983
Mildred Brown Term Expires 1983
Ivy Y. Kelly Term Expires 1983
Robert York, Selectman Term Expires 1983
Sue-Perrin Term Expires 1983
Joan Guardino Term Expires 1984
Grace Kimball Term Expires 1984
Margaret Dockham Term Expires 1984
Toni Gray Term Expires 1984
Arthur Warshauer Term Expires 1985
Stanley White, Selectman Term Expires 1985
Barbara Boatwright Term Expires 1985
Judith Flenniken Term Expires 1985
Elisabeth Reddy Term Expires 1985
J. Howard Lightfoot, M.D., Health Officer
B. CarroU, M.D., Asst. Health Officer
PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS:
HOPKINTON
Peter Dwyer Term Expires 1983
Bernard G. Foster Term Expires 1984
George Ramel Term Expires 1985
CONTOOCOOK
Richard Coen Term Expires 1983
Norman Greenly Term Expires 1984
Jon Richardson Term Expires 1985





WARRANT FOR THE 1983 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8:01 A.M. UNTIL 6:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of HOPKINTON in the State of New Hamp-
shire, quahfied to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said HOPKINTON on




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see what action the Town will take with respect to the following
Zoning Amendment by voting by ballot upon the following:
A. Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1. Amend Table 2. Use Regulations, ACCESSORY USES, paragraph
#3 by deleting it in its entirety and substituting the following:
#3. Accessory building such as a private garage; playhouse; green-
house; tool shed; private swimming pool; or similar accessory
structures or additions. Subject to provisions of Section 6.00.
R-1 R-2 R-3 B-1 Ml
P P P P P
YES n NO n
3. To see what action the Town will take with respect to the following ques-
tion by voting by ballot thereon:
Do you approve of having 2 sessions for the Annual Town Meeting in Hop-
kinton, the first session for choice of Town officers elected by an official
ballot and other action required to be inserted on said official ballot and
the second session, on a date set by the Selectmen, for transaction of other
business? (Submitted by Petition)
YES n NO D
4. To see if the meeting will vote to recess its further business proceedings
under the Warrant to reconvene on Wednesday, March 9, 1983, at 6:00
P.M. at Hopkinton High School; the polls, however, to continue open
under Article I as declared by the Moderator, this vote to become effec-
/^' tive upon the conclusion of the counting of the ballots.
j
5. jto see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $165,000 for the
'— purpose of effecting repairs to the H. I. Davis Dam and to raise said sum
by borrowing under the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act as
amended; and to authorize the Selectmen to take all necessary action to
carry out the provisions of this article; and to take any other action re-
lating thereto. (Requires 2/3 majority vote by ballot to adopt) (Budget
Committee recommends only $85,000 of this appropriation)
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate and
enter into a Lease Agreement with a developer for the purpose of develop-
ing hydro-electricity at the Contoocook Dam Site (H. I. Davis Dam), upon
such terms and conditions and for such period of time as may be deemed





1983 TOWN MEETING WARRANT ARTICLES
INFORMATION - EXPLANATION
This is a brief explanation of some of "the more complex
articles on the 1983 Town Warrant.
Bob York, Toni Gray, Stan White, The Selectmen
Tuesday, March 8th, 8:01 a.m., Honkinton Town Hall - Ballot Vote
#2 Presently residents in an M-1 zone must apply to the ZBA
for permission to con-
struct accessory buildings. This is not required in any other zone.
The change
you will be voting on will bring the M-1 zone into conformity
with other zones.
#3 This article proposes the adoption of RSA 39:2a which allows
Selectmen to call two
separate sessions of Town Meeting. At oresent. Town Meeting is called
on the. second
Tuesday in March and after election of officers etc., is recessed to a
later date,
generally the early evening of the followinq day. Adoption of this new
ordinance
would not change the timing of these two meetings. It would,
however, circumvent
the unlikely possibility that a group of residents could outvote
the move to recess
and require that the entire Town Meeting be held at 8:01 a.m. on the
second
Tuesday in March when only a handful of voters are oresent.
Wednesday, March 9th, 6:00 p.m., Hopkinton High School - Business
Session
#5
#6*^ A study of the hydro-electric potential of the Contoocook dam was
made this year
by a committee appointed by the Selectmen. During the course of
this study it
was found that the dam needs extensive repairs. The committee also
found that
hydro-electric generation was feasible. Competitive bids from hydro-electric
developers are being sought by the Selectmen, the cost of reoairs
wouldbe in-
cluded in the bid price, and all bids are due by 2/28/83. By Town
Meeting, the
Selectmen will know if a suitable bid has been received. If it has,
article #b
will be passed over. If it has not, the Town must decide if it will
vote to
repair the dam. (A 2/3 vote if bond issue required).
#7 This very long article is simply to bring us into compliance with
Federal
regulations so that the' Town will be covered by the National Flood
Insurance Program.
#8. • So that we may lock the stable door before the horse escapes, the
Selectmen are
proposing a comprehensive and strict ordinance regulating video arcades
and machines.
#9. The municipal budget represents a 6% raise from last-.year. While
some individual
budgets may appear to have a large percentage raise, this is due to a
re-allocation
of insurance costs with a corresponding drop in the Insurance Line Item,
ine
Selectmen believe this change will more accurately reflect the true cost
of each
department to the Town.
#14. The Town desperately needs a new garage for its highway equipment.
It will be
constructed at the site of the proposed Sewage Treatment Plant on
Maple Street.
The entire cost is already set aside in a Capital Reserve Fund.
#15 a ) The leachfield servicing the Horseshoe Tavern, owned by the
Town, needs extensive
repairs to bring it up to present State standards necessary for a
restaurant.
Should the cost of repairs exceed the $8,000 requested, the Selectmen
would not
renew the restaurant lease and other uses for the building would be
considered,
b.) The dam servicing Kimball Pond needs aooroximately $2000 in
repairs.
1983 Town Report Insert
Board of Selectmen
Page Two
#16. The Selectmen agree with the Budget Committee that construction of this parking
lot should be delayed for a year because of street upheaval and repair associated
with laying the new sewer lines.
#17. Please refer to the committee report and recommendations in your Town Report.
#18. This article will, be presented and explained by the Board of Governors of the
Hopkinton Community Center.
#19. This land exchange would give the Town sufficient frontage on Route 103 for a
logging road for access to the Town Forest for selective cutting. The Stones
would receive a small area abutting their rear lot line.
The Town needs an easement across HMC land to give the most direct access to the
Sewage Treatment Plant. HMC needs land for possible future expansion. Passage
of this article would achieve both those purposes. (See Figure #2)
Access to Putney Hill Road from Route 103 is particularly difficult for emergency
vehicles and, on occasion, they have used the Gates and Bars road. It has also
been used, illegally, by other vehicular traffic. This poses a safety hazard
when used to access 103 from Putney Hill. If easements can be arranged with the
abutters, the entrance to the tarred section of Putney Hill Road will be widened
and modified, and the dirt road will be blocked off and abandoned.
Fiqure #1 - Town/Stone Land Exchanae Figure #2 - HMC Easement
wc^. ^^ ^yrg \Qa-^gg>yr
-maELi-fi_sT
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31. Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 40,000.00
32. Hydrant Rental 1 ,500.00
33. Sewer Repair 2,500.00
34. Insurance 4,927.00




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,81 5.00
for Town Road Aid. (State to contribute $12,101.50).
12. To seeif the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00
for New Construction of Highways. (State to contribute $17,009.11).
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,500.00
for the purpose of purchasing a used ladder truck for the Hopkinton Fire
Department. $25,000.00 is to be taken from Revenue Sharing Funds;
$2,800.00 to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Fire Truck Fund;
$700.00 to be raised by taxes.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000.00
for the purpose of constructing a new Highway Garage; with $70,000.00
to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Town Garage Fund for said
purpose.
1 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0,000.00 , ^
for repairs to the Kimball Pond property. $2,000.00 for dam repair and
j/^ $8,000.00 for leachfield replacement.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00
for the purpose of creating a municipal parking lot in Contoocook Village; y
said lot to be between the existing Reed's Store and running westerly to
property of the Contoocook Grange. (This appropriation not recommended
y by the Budget Committee)
>/l7. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 76:15-a &
yl5-b, estabUshing semi-annual collection of property taxes, effective com-, ^
' mencing tax year 1984.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell the property
and building known as the Hopkinton Community Center, Maple Street,,
Contoocook, to the Board of Governors of the Community Center for
the price of $1.00, with the stipulation that should the building cease to
function as a center for community activities, ownership would rever
once more to the Town.
v49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into the
following land exchange agreement with Everett W. and Dorothy A. Stone,
Route 103, Hopkinton.
The Town to deed to Mr. & Mrs. Stone a parcel of land measuring 100
feet by 88 abutting the rear, or westerly side, of their property. This parcel
is part of a Town Forest, (formerly Nile E. Faust property) and was
acquired by Tax Collector's Deed in 1978. In exchange the Stones will
deed to the Town a piece of land commencing at the corner bound of the
Town Forest on the westerly side of Route 103, and extending 15 feet
northerly, then 17.55 feet to the existing boundary, thence easterly
12.42 feet to point of beginning. This exchange is subject to Planning
and Zoning Board approval.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into the
following land exchange with HMC Corporation, Maple Street, Contoo-
cook, HMC to deed to the Town, in perpetuity, a 30 feet wide easement
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(
\ \ running from Maple Street along the HMC southerly boundary to land
"r-^- owned by the Town and the site of the proposed Sewage Treatment
Plant. In exchange the Town to deed to HMC 2.5 acres ot land directly
abutting their rear lot line, subject to approval by the Planning Board.
Further, the Town will grant HMC the right of first refusal of the pur-
chase of a further 2.7 acres adjoining and to the rear of the previously
mentioned 2.5 acres.
V 21. To see if the Town will vote to designate the following Town-owned
woodlots as Town Forests. The Aqueduct Road Lot, 31± acres, located
on Putney Hill; and the Intervale Lot, 11± acres, located off Pine Street.
Both lots are displayed on maps at the Town Hall and the Town Clerk's
•/ office.
22. To see if the Town will vote to abandon a road running southwesterly
from Route 103 to Putney Hill Road. This road was closed subject to
Gates & Bars in 1980. Abandonment being subject to acquisition by the
Town of necessary easements and permits required to enlarge and modify
the existing entrance to Putney Hill Road on the southeasterly side of
/ Route 103.
^ 23. To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of the adoption
of a returnable container system for the State of New Hampshire. The
record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New Hamp-
. shire General Court. (This article submitted by petition.)
v/$4. To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of immediate
actions by the Federal Government to control and reduce acid rain which
is harmful to the environment and economy of Hopkinton, New Hamp-
shire and to the health and welfare of the people of Hopkinton, New
Hampshire. These actions shall include:
A. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain, sulfur dioxide
emissions, by the year 1990.
B. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the government of
Canada that will commit both nations to this same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New
Hampshire Congressional Delegations and to the President of the United
/ States. (This article submitted by petition.)
'^ 25. Shall the citizens of Hopkinton ask members of the New Hampshire
Congressional delegation to support or co-sponsor a resolution in the U.S.
Congress to:
Request the President of the United States to propose to the Soviet
Union that the United States and the Soviet Union adopt a mutual
freeze on the testing, production, and deployment of nuclear weapons
and of missiles and new aircraft designed primarily to deliver nuclear
weapons, with verification safeguards satisfactory to both countries,
(This article submitted by petition.)
26. That those members of the General Court duly elected by the voters of
Hopkinton, New Hampshire be instructed to vote the wishes of the majority
by voting for the comprehensive recycling and litter control act, which
shall be proposed to become a New Hampshire statute during the present
regular session of the New Hampshire Legislature. (This article submitted
by petition.)
27. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following Cemetery Trust
Funds, the income to be used for perpetual care of burial lots as directed,
subject to such provisions as may be applicable thereto: ^ \:>C ' ^
/
//




Newell M. & Jessie B. Robbins
Arlene A. Cayer
Alta G. Currier
Edwin & Rose Migneault
Mary E. & Eva R. Merrill
Jerome F. & Erika Crawford
Helmut Steumpel
William 0. & Mabel B. Jelleme
John N. & Dorothy Falvey
THE SUM OF: PURPOSE: CEMETERY
(Plus any In-
terest to date)
$100.00 Perpetual Care Hopkinton
100.00 Perpetual Care Contoocook
100.00 Perpetual Care Contoocook
100.00 Perpetual Care Stumpfield
100.00 Perpetual Care Contoocook
150.00 Perpetual Care Contoocook
100.00 Perpetual Care Hopkinton
100.00 Perpetual Care Hopkinton
500.00 Perpetual Care Hopkinton
100.00 Perpetual Care Hopkinton
y
y2%. To see if the Town will vote to expend the income, during the current
year, from the G. Everett Kelly Fund, one-half for the benefit of the
Hopkinton Village Library and one-half for the benefit of Bates Library.
v^29. To see if the Town will vote to accept additions to the principal of the
following Trust Funds, subject to such provisions as may be applicable
thereto:
NAME OF FUND AMOUNT
Glenn M. Haselton Memorial $100.00
Katherine Eaton Semple Memorial 50.00
Andrew J. Carroll Memorial 75.00
30. Ta. see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $509.57, plus the
interest to date, from the family and friends of Jessie H. Brown, with the
income earned on the principal to be shared equally between the two
libraries in the Town of Hopkinton and used, at the discretion of the
librarian, for the purchase of books or special library needs that is over and
above the annual operating budget of the libraries.
3 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the acceptance by the Trustees
of Trust Funds the principal sum of Ten Thousand dollars and no cents
($10,000.00) from the Contoocook Cemetery Association for the pur-
poses of investing same for the Contoocook Cemetery Association, the
income therefrom to be paid over to the Association on an annual basis.
Also, the principal or any part thereof may be subject to withdrawal
because of an emergency condition within the cemetery, such withdrawal
to be with the approval of the Selectmen, Hopkinton Cemetery Trustees
and the Trustees of Trust Funds.
32. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $10,000, plus the
interest to date, from the relatives of William C. and Doris E. Sterling,
the income from which is to be used for Memorial Scholarships, available
to graduates of Hopkinton High School who are pursuing a post-secondary
education. The awards shall be known as WilUam C. and Doris E. Sterling
Memorial Scholarships and shall be made on a needs basis by a committee
consisting of: the Headmaster of Hopkinton High School or his designee,
a member of the School Board of the Town of Hopkinton or a designee of
the Board, and a Selectman of the Town of Hopkinton or a designee of the
Board of Selectmen. Such scholarship awards may be made for a period of
no longer than one year at a time, but may be renewed at the option of
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the committee and may not exceed the amount of tuition the recipient is
required to pay. The scholarship selection committee and the trustees of
trust funds shall also be guided by the guideUnes for the scholarship fund
supplied by the donor.
33. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of the 1983 tax levy.
34. To act on reports of Town Officers, Trustees and Committees for the year
1982.
35. To hear and transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 1st day of February, in the year of our
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SELECTMEN'S ANNUAL REPORT
Over the past two years, we, the Selectmen, have asked citizens to serve on
various committees and to look into some of the problems confronting our town.
These have included areas such as insurance, energy conservation, future plans of
the Kimball Pond area, hydro electricity, preservation of Town records, the pro-
posed sewage treatment facility, and traffic problems in both Contoocook and
Hopkinton Village. The individuals on these committees have furnished the
Selectmen with the information necessary to enable us to make decisions for the
betterment of our Town.
We wish to thank these many people who have given so freely of themselves,
spending untold amounts of time to accomplish our requests. Without their help
we could not have accomplished these tasks.
Using the recommendations from these various committees, we did in 1982
put out for bid many items such as insurance, heating oil, and gas. Now the
Town is reaUzing a great savings in these particular areas proving the energy con-
servation programs that were initiated this year are also showing great savings.
In 1955 a committee for planning and progress did a study as to our future
needs. Various conclusions were drawn projecting Hopkinton's growth. Two
problems of great significance were the water supply and sewage treatment
problem. We are hoping that these two problems are solved when the contracts
are finalized in early summer. This project will take considerable cooperation
from all.
The Board of Selectmen would like to thank the department heads and em-
ployees for their dedication to service throughout this past year. We also extend
our thanks to the many Town Officials who worked so hard for so Uttle to
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24 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
1982 ANNUAL REPORT OF EXPENDITURES AND APPROPRIATIONS
Category Approp.
% Re-
Expense Credit Balance maining
Town Officers' Salaries $ 50,337.00 3; 50,073.09 $ $ 263.91 'A
Town Office Expense 22,070.00 24,720.06 3,099.97 449.91 2
Election & Registration 6,030.00 2,478.71 3,551.29 59
Town Hall & Buildings 9,000.00 9,413.58 90.00 ( 323.58) --
Energy Conservation -
Town Hall 5,000.00 3,972.60 1,027.40 2oy2
Police Department 133,968.00 138,464.72 4,579.64 82.92 1/1000
Fire Department 98,641.00 96,105.09 76.04 2,611.95 IVi
Care of Trees 2,500.00 2,430.40 69.60 3
Planning & Zoning 4,744.00 5,650.63 ( 906.63) --
Insurance 53,711.00 53,016.71 8,764.35 9,458.64 i7y2
Civil Defense 2,150.00 2,060.60 89.40 4
Conservation Commission 655.00 655.00
Roof-Cont. Fire Station 5,000.00 5,000.00
Health Department 14,745.00 15,140.49 ( 395.49) --
Landfill 23,050.00 29,165.03 6,545.80 430.77 2
Town Road Aid 13,909.00 7,249.41 6,659.59 48
Highway-Winter/Summer 146,500.00 146,211.82 288.18 1/1000
Street Lights 1,250.00 906.52 343.48 27
Highway -General 16,000.00 16,576.83 420.29 ( 156.54) --
New Construction 25,000.00 24,995.07 4.93 1/1000
Library 21,562.00 21,562.00 --
Town Poor 800.00 800.00 100
Old Age Assistance 15,000.00 4,428.79 847.83 11,419.04 76
Community Action
Program 956.00 956.00 --
Medicaid Assistance 10,000.00 10,000.00 100
Memorial Day 800.00 800.00
Parks & Playgrounds 14,115.00 13,969.91 145.09 1
Community Center 9,100.00 10,858.23 ( 1,758.23) --
Sewer Maintenance 2,500.00 580.90 1,919.10 77
Hydrant Rental 1,500.00 1,560.00 60.00 --
Cemeteries 12,780.00 12,780.00 --
Sidewalks 1,500.00 1,500.00 100
Legal Expenses 8,000.00 8,846.97 3.00 ( 843.97) --
Contingency Fund 10,000.00 10,000.00 100
Principal - Long Term 22,000.00 60,000.00 (38,000.00) --
Interest - Long Term 2,475.00 1,981.78 493.22 20
Interest -Short Term 43,000.00 40,926.73 2,073.27 5
Grader - Capital Outlay 83,263.00 83,263.60 ( .60) --
Hydro Energy Study 15,000.00 15,000.00 100
Retirement -NEW 1,730.00 1,639.29 90.71 5
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New Hampshire Savings Bank—Money Market . . $188,493.15
Bank of New Hampshire— Checking 458.52
Bank of New Hampshire -Certificates 500,000.00
BankEast- Checking 711.16
New Hampshire Savings Bank— Revenue Sharing 190.78
Concord Savings-Money Market 100,000.00





Fire Truck Fund 2,889.93
Highway Equipment Fund 8,274.74
Town Garage Fund 79,465.40
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1981 94,829.24





Land Use Change Tax- 1982 4,575.00
Due From State:
Business Profits Tax 29,143.89
TOTAL ASSETS $1,556,545.99
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LIABILITIES
Unexpended Appropriations:
Repair and Restore Frog Pond $ 600,00
New Land (Rear of Old Fire Station) 2,000.00
Revenue Sharing 190.78
Hydro Study Fund 15,000.00
Due To School District:
Balance of 1982-1983 Appropriation 1,300,000.00
Capital Reserve:
Total Accounts 88,897.63
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1 ,406,688.41
ASSETS $1,556,545.99
LIABILITIES $1 ,406,688.41
1982 SURPLUS $ 149,857.58









Boats - Town Tax 92.90
Filing Fees 22.00
Cemeteries 1,925.00
State Treasurer — Boats & Marriages 809.00
Maps 55.00
Paid Town Treasurer $144,742.40
Paid State of New Hampshire 809.00
Paid Contoocook Cemetery Association 225.00
Paid Hopkinton Cemetery Trustees 250.00
Paid Richard T. Deane, Trustee of Trust Funds . . .1 ,450.00
$147,476.40
$147,476.40




Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes





















Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year (1)




Land Use Change Taxes 4,8 1 2.50
Interest Collected During Year 350.61
Penalties on Resident Taxes 85.00
Bank Stock 125.50




[collected Taxes— End of Fiscal Year:




Land Use Change Tax Penalties 4,475.00
)TAL CREDITS $2,854,609.48
30 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
TREASURER'S REPORT
Owen L. French, Treasurer, in Account with the Town of Hopkinton
RECEIPTS
Balance at time of settlement— December 31, 1981 $ 635,554.31
U.S. GOVERNMENT:
Revenue Sharing 11 ,843.00
Payment on Federal owned Lands 1,832.00
Reimbursement—Police Department—Elm Brook 2,002.50
NEW HAMPSHIRE TREASURER:
Hopkinton-Everett 1981 Tax Loss 42,880.29
Hopkinton-Everett 1982 Tax Loss 48,070.94
Rooms & Meals Tax 31 ,649.90
Business Profits Tax 87,431.70
Interest & Dividends Tax 27,539.68
Highway Subsidy 18,105.03
Additional Highway Subsidy 19,118.82
Reimbursement—T.R.A 5,145.52
Reimbursement— Forest Fires 123.55
Reimbursement— State Forest Tax Loss 405.00
Motor Vehicle Fees 8,614.27
Gasoline Tax Refund 1,521.17
Savings Bank Tax 19,839.29
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
Highway Equipment 30,000.00
Contoocook Fire Station Roof Repair 5,089.18
Revaluation 3,622.19
SELECTMEN:
Refund—Highway— General Expenses 420.29
Refund— Fire Department 76.02
Refund-Police Department 1,600.14
Refund—Town Office Expense 3,080.64
Refund -Hydrant Rental 60.00
Refund-Old Age Assistance 847.83
Refund— Legal Expenses 3.00
Refund— Insurance 9,741.35
Refund-Town Buildings 90.00
Refund—Unemployment Compensation Fund 568.76
General Fund Income 1,125.34
Performance Bonds 3,750.00
Sale of Cruiser -Police 1,551.01
Sale of Land 31,002.00
Nursing Care Collections 1,115.11
Planning & Zoning Fees 476.00
Income-Ella Tarr Trust Fund 2,708.10
Fines 610.00
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Refund-Dump Expenses 6,545.80
License Fees & Permits 6,139.00
Bonds For Cutting Wood 1,903.79




Town of Warner -Dump Expenses 14,083.20
Town of Warner-Dump Expenses 5,215.00
LONG TERM LOANS:





Bank of New Hampshire 22,397.75
BankEast 15,524.74
New Hampshire Savings Bank—Money Market 493.15
New Hampshire Savings Bank 99.25
New Hampshire Savings Bank —Revenue Sharing 328.75
THOMAS H. JOHNSON, JR.:
Dog Licenses 2,495.00
Dog License— Penalties 244.00








1979 Yield Taxes 102.41
1979 Taxes Redeemed 12,869.51
1979 Taxes Redeemed -Interest & Cost 2,526.99
1980 Taxes Redeemed 39,079.17
1980 Taxes Redeemed-Interest& Cost 7,745.45
1980 Resident Taxes 20.00
1980 Resident Tax Penalties 2.00
1981 Taxes Redeemed 80,419.62
1981 Taxes Redeemed-Interest& Cost 3,526.88
1981 Property Taxes 245,855.46
1981 Interest 6,680.80
1981 Resident Taxes 900.00
1981 Resident Tax Penalties 83.00
1981 Yield Taxes 368.41
1982 Land Use Change Tax 4,812.50
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1982 Property Taxes 2,272,528.10
1982 Yield Taxes 8,817.64
1982 Interest 350.61
1982 Resident Taxes 20,210.00
1982 Resident Tax Penalties 85.00
1982 Penalties 20.00
1982 In lieu of Taxes Payment (Digital) 91,966.88
1982 National Bank Stock 125.50
1983 Property Taxes 1 ,500.00
TOTAL $4,362,939.38
PAID ORDERS OF SELECTMEN $4,208,640.08
BALANCE-December31,1982 $ 789,853.61
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RECEIPTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1982
CURRENT REVENUES
From Local Taxes:
1982 Property Taxes $2,272,528.10
1982 Land Use Change Taxes 4,812.50
1982 Yield Taxes 8,817.64
1982 Interest 350.61
1982 Resident Taxes 20,210.00
1982 Resident Tax Penalties 85.00
1982 Penalties 20.00
1982 National Bank Stock 125.50
1983 Property Taxes 1,500.00
Total Current Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted $2,308,449.35
Revenues From Prior Years Taxes:
1981 Property Taxes 245,855.46
1981 Interest 6,680.80
1981 Resident Taxes 900.00
1981 Resident Tax Penalties 83.00
1981 Yield Taxes 368.41
1981 Taxes Redeemed 80,419.62
1981 Taxes Redeemed - Interest & Cost 3,526.88
1980 Taxes Redeemed 39,079.17
1980 Taxes Redeemed - Interest & Cost 7,745.45
1980 Resident Taxes 20.00
1980 Resident Tax Penalties 2.00
1979 Yield Taxes 102.41
1979 Taxes Redeemed 12,869.51
1979 Taxes Redeemed - Interest & Cost 2,526.99
Total Previous Years Taxes Collected and Remitted $ 400,179.70
From U. S. Government:
Revenue Sharing 11,843.00
Payment on Federal-owned Lands 1,832.00
Reimb.- Police Dept.-Elm Brook 2,002.50
Total from U. S. Government $ 1 5,677.50
From State:
Rooms & Meals Tax 31,649.90
Business Profits Tax 87,431.70
Interest & Dividends Tax 27,539.68
Highway Subsidy 18,105.03
Additional Highway Subsidy 19,118.82
Reimbursement-T.R.A 5,145.52
Reimbursement-Forest Fires 123.55
Reimbursement-State Forest Tax Loss 405.00
Savings Bank Tax 19,839.29
Reimbursement-Hopkinton-Everett 90,951.23
Motor Vehicle Fees 8,614.27
Refund -Gasohne Tax 1 521.17
Total From State $ 310,445.16
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Trustee of Trust Funds:
Highway Equipment Reserve 30,000.00
Contoocook Fire Station Roof Repair 5,089.18
Revaluation Reserve 3,622.19
Total From Trustee of Trust Funds $ 3 8 ,7 1 1 .37
From hocdl Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 2,495.00
Dog License Penalties 244.00






Total From Local Sources Except Taxes $ 144,743.40
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
:
Tax Anticipation Loans 850,000.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 91,966.88
Refunds to Departments & Misc 16,488.03
Ambulance Income 9,210.00
Ella Tarr Trust Fund 2,708.10
Bonds for Cutting Wood 1 ,903.79
Interest of Deposits 38,843.64
Hoague-Sprague-Landfill 6,545.80
LandfUl Income 19,298.20
Sale of Town Property 33,230.20
C.R.V.N.A. & Nurse Collections 1,115.11
Fines & Fees 7,310.00
General Fund Income 363.15
Performance Bonds 3,750.00
Long Term Loan -Sewer Plant Land 46,000.00
Long Term Loan— Grader 16,000.00
Total From Other Sources $1 ,144,732.90
Total Receipts From All Sources $4,362,939.38
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1982 $ 635,554.31
GRAND TOTAL $4,998,493.69
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PAYMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1982
Current Maintenance Expenses:
General Government:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 50,073.09
Town Office Expenses 24,720.06
Election & Registration Expenses 2,478.71
Town Hall & Other Town Buildings 9,413.58
Energy Conservation — Town Hall 3,972.60
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department $138,464.72
Fire Department 96,105.09
Hydrant Rental 1 ,560.00
Care of Trees 2,430.40
Civil Defense 2,060.60
Planning & Zoning 5,650.63
Insurance 53,016.71
Health:




Town Road Aid 7,249.41
Street Lights 906.52
General Expenses of Highway 16,576.83
New Construction -Highway 24,995.07
Libraries:
Contoocook and Hopkinton $ 21,562.00
Public Welfare:
Conservation Commission $ 655.00
Old Age Assistance 4,428.79
Community Action Program 956.00
Memorial Day Fund 800.00
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Legal Expenses 8,846.97
Retirement-New 1,639.29
Sewage Treatment Land Purchase 92,315.00
Refunds & Abatements 24,935.35
Yield Tax & Timber Bond 2,801.99
Ella Tarr Trust Fund 1 ,574.00
Principal -Long Term $ 60,000.00
Interest -Long Term 1,981.78
Interest -Temporary Notes 40,926.73
Tax Anticipation Loans 850,000.00
Capital Outlay:
Grader $ 83,263.60
Payments of Other Governmental Divisions:
Hopkinton Village Precinct $ 6,674.00
Contoocook Village Precinct 35,150.00
State & County Treasurer 237,920.18






TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $4,208,640.08
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38 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR - 1982
Town Officers' Salaries $ 50,137.00
Town Officers' Expenses 22,270.00
Election and Registration Expenses 6,030.00
Cemeteries 12,780.00
General Government Buildings 9,000.00
Planning and Zoning 4,744.00
Legal Expenses 8,000.00
Contingency Fund 10,000.00




Care of Trees 2,500.00
Town Maintenance 146,500.00
General Highway Department Expenses 16,000.00




SoHd Waste Disposal 23,050.00
Hydro Study/Engineering 15,000.00
Health Department 14,745.00
General Assistance— Medicaid 10,000.00
Old Age Assistance 15,000.00
Town Poor 800.00
Community Action Program 956.00
Library 21,562.00




Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 22,000.00
Interest Expense—Long-Term Bonds & Notes 2,475.00
Interest Expense —Tax Anticipation Notes 43,000.00
Motor Grader-All Wheel Drive 83,263.00
W. L. Roberts Land-Facility Site 92,315.00
Municipal Water Department —Hydrant Rental 1,500.00




Less: Estimated Revenue Credits
Resident Taxes $ 23,970.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 37.00
Yield Taxes 12,000.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 13,000.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes— Digital 91,967.00
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Land Use Change Tax Penalty 8,000.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 31,650.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 27,539.00




Class V Highway Maintenance (Duncan) 19,119.00
Sewer Reimbursement 4,350.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 567.00
Other Reimbursements— Landfill Payments 17,053.00
Ambulance Payments 8,500.00
Forest Fire Reimbursements 100.00
Insurance Dividend 900.00
Hopkinton-Everett Dam Reimbursement 48,453.00
Motor Vehicle Fees (State) 8,614.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 120,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,422.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 6,200.00
Income from Departments 1,500.00
Interests on Deposits 55,000.00
Sale of Town Property 33,230.00
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 77,000.00
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 33,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund ; 18,500.00
Fund Balance $87,868.00 27,000.00
Total Revenues and Credits $741,231.00
Total Town Appropriations $ 997,656.00
Total Revenues and Credits 741,231.00
Net Town Appropriations 256,425.00
Net School Tax Assessment(s) 2,258,829.00
County Tax Assessment 237,886.00
Total of Town, School and County , 2,753,140.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 1 16,576.00
ADD War Service Credits 26,400.00
ADD Overlay 31,227.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised $2,694,191.00
Property Taxes to be Raised $2,694,191.00
Gross Precinct and/or Service Areas Taxes 41,824.00
Total $2,736,015.00
Less: War Service Credits 26,400.00
Total Tax Commitment $2,709,615.00
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SALARYSCHEDULE EMPLOYEES TOWN OF HOPKINTON
POSITION RATE OF PAY
Selectmen's Secretary $ 5.84/hr.
Bookkeeper 4.20/hr.
Assessing Assistant 5.48/hr.






Assistant Road Agent 6.68/hr.
Equipment Operator I 5.43/hr.






Certified Patrolman 6.33 to 6.97/hr.
Clerk/Dispatcher 4.58/hr.
Part-time Patrolman 5.75/hr.
42 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1982
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 1 - TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Gross Salary $ 50,073.09
Total $ 50,073.09
Net $ 50,073.09
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 2 - TOWN OFFICE EXPENSES
Service Fees $ 4,350.98
Contracts 1,931.32
Rental Fees 1,623.72
Maintenance & Repair 36.00
Materials 401.75
New Equipment 254.23




Conferences & Meetings 370.17




Dog License Purchase 394.50
Dog License Tags 181.12




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 3 - ELECTION & REGISTRATION






DETAIL BUDGET NO. 5 - TOWN BUILDINGS
Gross Salary $ 893.36
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DETAIL BUDGET NO. 7 - ENERGY CONSERVATION - Town HaU
Maintenance & Repair $ 3,972.60
Total $ 3,972.60
Net $ 3,972.60
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 10 - POLICE DEPARTMENT
Gross Salary $ 91 ,302.29
Service Fees 5,178.97
Rental Fees 1 ,172.64
Telephone 3,169.92
Electricity 1,391.32







Memberships & Dues 127.00
Auto Repairs 2,256.94









DETAIL BUDGET NO. 12 - FIRE DEPARTMENT
Gross Salary $ 33,312.42











Conferences & Meetings 1 ,306.25
Memberships & Dues 1 10.00
Auto Repairs 9,360.43




Forest Fire Pay 446.77
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Insurance 452.30





DETAIL BUDGET NO. 13 - CARE OF TREES
Service Fees $ 2,320.50
Maintenance & Repair 109.90
Total $ 2,430.40
Net $ 2,430.40
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 14 - PLANNING & ZONING







Conferences & Meetings 20.00
Total $ 5,650.63
Net $ 5,650.63
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 16 - INSURANCE
Advertising $ 64.94
Insurance -General 31,244.20














Gas & Oil 45.20
Total $ 2,060.60
Net $ 2,060.60
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DETAIL BUDGET NO. 20-ROOF REPAIR-CONTOOCOOK FIRE STATION
Maintenance & Repair $ 5,000.00
Total $ 5,000.00
Net $ 5,000.00
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 23 - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING DEPARTMENT









Conferences & Meetings 173.25
Auto Repairs 215.56
Gas & Oil 326.14
Uniforms 99.00




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 25 - SANITARY LANDFILL











DETAIL BUDGET NO. 30 - TOWN ROAD AID
Gross Salary $ 4,619.23
Rental Fees 816.00
Payment to State 1,814.18
Total $ 7,249.41
Net $ 7,249.41
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 31 - HIGHWAY WINTER/SUMMER






Conferences & Meetings 222.00
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Memberships & Dues 6.00
Gas & Oil 20,462.99
Total $146,211.82
Net $146,211.82




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 33 - HIGHWAY GENERAL
Telephone $ 587.76
Electricity 942.57
Maintenance & Repair 1 ,902.59
Materials 6,678.06
New Equipment 248.75
Conferences & Meetings 15.00
Memberships & Dues 1 5 .00
Auto Repairs 5,713.17




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 34 - HIGHWAY NEW CONSTRUCTION
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DETAIL BUDGET NO. 52 - PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS





Maintenance & Repair 447.50
Materials 2,238.09
New Equipment 2,481.81
Gas & Oil 45.00
Total $ 13,969.91
Net $ 13,969.91
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 53 - COMMUNITY CENTER
























DETAIL BUDGET NO. 57 - HYDRANT RENTAL




Net $ 1 ,500.00




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 62 - LEGAL EXPENSES
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DETAIL BUDGET NO. 71 - PRINCIPAL-LONG TERM
Long Term Principal $ 60,000.00
Total $ 60,000.00
Net $ 60,000.00
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 72 - INTEREST-LONG TERM
Long Term Interest $ 1,981.78
Total $ 1,981.78
Net $ 1,981.78




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 75 - GRADER-CAPITAL OUTLAY




DETAIL BUDGET NO 78 - RETIREMENT-NEW
Gross Salary $ 1 ,639.29
Total $ 1,639.29
Net $ 1,639.29




DETAIL BUDGET NO. 100 - REFUNDS & ABATEMENTS
Total Expense $ 24,935.35
Total $ 24,935.35
Net $ 24,935.35
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 101 - YIELD TAX & TIMBER BOND
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DETAIL BUDGET NO. 105 - TAX ANTICIPATION LOANS
Total Temporary Loans $850,000.00
Total $850,000.00
Net $850,000.00
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 106 - ELLA TARR TRUST FUND
Total Expenses $ 1,574.00
Total $ 1,574.00
Net $ 1,574.00
DETAIL BUDGET NO. 107 - PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Treasurer-State of New Hampshire $ 34.18
Merrimack County Tax 237,886.00
Total $237,920.18
Net $237,920.18
50 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
REPORT OF THE HOPKINTON CEMETERY TRUSTEES
RECEIPTS
neral Funds:
Cash on Hand, January 1 , 1982 $ 515.87
Town Appropriation 12,780.00
Trustee of Trust Funds 7,017.00
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CONTOOCOOK CEMETERY ASSOCIATION, INC.
RECEIPTS
Jan. 1 , 1982 Balance on Hand
Checking Account $4,120.70
Savings Account 18,571.88
Town Cemetery Trustees $4,600.00
Trust Funds 3,653.00
Individual Lot Care 216.00
Sale of Lots 225.00
Interest 748.70








Reimbursed Town— Logging 677.19
Capital Improvements 14,483.16
$21,727.31





Prints of Cemetery Drawings 97.20
Generator 569.50
Files for records 1 14.1
1
Updating records & copying 211.20
Reseeding flagpole sec 672.50
Hedge Trimmer 1 14.95
Sand & Loam 698.00
Painting Tool Shed 332.70
Perimeter Survey, Water Layout &
Expansion Layout 1,190.00
Two acres land cleared 4,500.00
Pruning Oaks 793.00
Drainage NE side cemetery 2,800.00
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CONTOOCOOK BRANCH OF THE HOPKINTON LIBRARY
BATES LIBRARY
RECEIPTS













































January 1, 1982, balance on hand $ 59.22
Town of Hopkinton appropriation
Trust Funds






























62 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
HOPKINTON PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
It has been my pleasure to serve as your Town Nurse since the resignation of
the former Nurse in the early part of 1982. Hopkinton is unique in having free
professional nursing for any residents. In the past year this has included over
1300 home visits as well as a number of clinics in the Town.
With the ever-increasing cost of health care it is becoming apparent that pre-
vention, early diagnosis and home care must be supported to curtail these rising
prices. We hope to be able to help the residents of this community to maintain
a high level of wellness through care, teaching and worthwhile programs. I have
found there are a large number of caring, concerned people who are anxious to
help with these goals and we plan to work together for the benefit of all. We will
work under the guidance of local and private physicians, with the State public
health and State protective services and State welfare agencies, as well as local
groups and organizations.
There has been a tremendous increase in early discharges from hospitals
which causes an increase in those new born, new mothers and post-operative
patients who need support, guidance and assistance in the community. There has
also been an increase in the number of terminally ill who elect to remain at
home. We feel these people must be priorities for this department and others
should be aware of these changes.
In the past year, this Nurse has tried to become increasingly visible, especially
to that group of people who may need care. I have attended the Senior lunches
as often as possible and had blood pressure clinics there. I have worked with the
director of the Community Center to organize a Conference on Community
Concerns that we hope will continue as a group. The Red Cross Bloodmobile
held a successful drawing at the High School last March. This was coordinated
by the Honor Society. The Canteen was run by the Methodist Service Club and
the professional staff was enlisted by this Nurse.
We entered a display at the Hopkinton Fair, based on the theme of "HEALTH
CARE BEGINS AT HOME"; and we are happy with the blue ribbon we found
after the judging.
We hope to present a Red Cross Home Nursing Course yearly to any interested
residents which would be of help to anyone with an ill relative. There are plans
being made to increase the support to this organization with the use of local
citizens. We hope you will be interested in some of these and become involved.
I feel that this department works on a minimal budget and could better serve
the community with more supplies and expansion. I especially want to thank
those people who have contributed to the materials of this department in 1982:
Friends of Bates Library
The Odd Fellows and Rebeccas
Fred D. Merrill Memorial Fund
The two Santas for the three new hospital mattresses
Many thanks to Kathy Schoch for her great telephone answering service.
Any weekday from 9-5, she can reach me in minutes if the Nurse's number
(746-3213) is called.
The Hopkinton Public Health Nursing Board is composed of a group of
volunteers who have devoted many hours of time and thought to help me in
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this new venture and I thank them for this. I especially thank the Chairman of




1983 RED CROSS BLOODMOBILE
HOPKINTON HIGH SCHOOL
MARCH 24, 1983 1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
AUDITORS' REPORT
The audit of Town records for 1981 was completed as of June 1, 1982.






The Town records for 1982 are not completely audited as of February 1,
1983 due to the late submittal of reports by some departments and the inter-
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The 1964 International pumper, which was replaced by the new attack
pumper in 1980, has been converted into a combination pumper/tanker and was
put into service in February. This will extend the Hfe of the vehicle by many
years. The addition to the tank space increased the water carrying capacity
approximately 500 gallons to a total of approximately 1 100 gallons.
The Fire Department once again held a successful Chicken Barbeque and
Thanksgiving Raffle, thanks to the support of the Townspeople. Our Ladies
Auxiliary sponsored a Flea Market this fall which was very successful and well
received by all. Our thanks and appreciation to the Auxiliary for their con-
tinued support and assistance.
Again this year, as members of the Capital Area Mutual Aid Compact, the
Fire Department participated in mutual aid drills throughout the area. We also
developed and tested a mutual aid pre-plan for the Contoocook Village area.
As always, it was necessary to devote a great deal of time and effort in the
training and the education of our officers and firefighters. This resulted in the
majority of our officers becoming Certified Firefighters in accordance with the
N. H. Fire Standards & Training Commission and several of our firefighters par-
ticipating in a certification program which will be tentatively completed in June
1983.
1982 saw an increase in structure fires with the majority being related to
faulty or improper wood stove installations. If you have any questions or con-
cerns about your wood stove or fire safety in general, please do not hesitate to
call us on the Fire Department business phone between the hours of 8:00 A.M.
and 5:00 P.M., Monday thru Friday to set up an inspection with our full-time
firefighters.
The Fire Department answered 431 calls which represents a slight increase
over last year.
The Fire Explorer Post was indeed organized and has 10 members including
2 women. They have been very active and are a great asset to us. We also co-
sponsored the Hopkinton Fire and Police Scholarship Fund and Cub Scout Pack
#77.
Once again, our sincere thanks to everyone for their continued interest and
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDENS
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Forest fire prevention, our business, your business, good business! This slogan
has been the motto of the N. H. Division of Forest and Lands, Forest Fire Ser-
vice since 1909 when the first forest fire laws were passed by the Legislature.
These laws set in place a cooperative forest fire protection program of State
and local forest fire personnel that has, in the past 75 years, established New
Hampshire as a leader in forest fire prevention and control. Our annual acreage
loss to forest fires of one-half acre per fire is the best in the nation. This fire
record has come about through the cooperative efforts of our state/town forest
fire protection program. The state provides detection of fires, training for local
forest fire wardens, low cost forest fire suppression equipment to local fire
departments, and technical advice at the fire ground. Local governments pro-
vide the volunteer fire fighters who are appointed as wardens and deputy
wardens and who respond quickly to suppress reported forest fires.
This program has resulted in a steady decline in annual acres lost to forest
fires since 1910 when the average fire burned 33 acres compared to the modern
day loss of one-half acre per fire.
Only by the continued cooperation of the State/towns and our entire
citizenry can this record be maintained.
1982 STATISTICS
State District City/Town
No. of Fires 391 24 3
No. of Acres 161% lOVz 2
RICHARD S. CHASE
Forest Ranger
66 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
The winter of 1982 was very long and expensive— ending with a 20" snow
storm on April 6th.
The unusually harsh winter dictated how much we could accomplish for road
repairs— regulating not only available money but also available time. It was well
into June before we could start any major repairs on roads; and June ended
being one of the wettest on record.
We are asking for a larger amount of money this year for road repairs and for
construction. It is a weU publicized fact that the bridges and highways through-
out the country are in need of repair. Road conditions in a small Town such as
Hopkinton are even more neglected than the State Highway System. Sooner or
later we will have to repair our deteriorating roads.
My proposal for this is to start now and to appropriate an amount that
can be used efficiently each year until the roads are in a satisfactory condi-
tion that can be maintained through normal repair. This should be done now.
Even the changing weather conditions of New England are against us, making
progress slow. The freezing and thawing action of the ground takes its toll on
the roadways.
We have started a road rebuilding project on Stickney Hill. This will even-
tually be a section approximately IVi miles long from the Concord line to
Brockway Road. Also, we have 1800' of Briar Hill Road cut back ready for
construction.
We hope to increase our sealing program. This does not actually improve
the roads to any great extent, but it does hold them in their present condition.
Asphalt roads should be sealed every three or four years. We are doing them
approximately every ten years or more. It is important that we strive to maintain
the roads we now have that are in good condition.
There are also three major culvert projects that will have to be done in the
near future at considerable cost. We hope to do at least one of them in 1983.
Each year we have improved the park maintenance and I think we can be
proud of the condition of our park facilities. The Town is very fortunate to have
people Hke Barbara Boatwright and Don Clarke along with many others, who
take so much interest in the parks and other recreational programs that benefit
the Town and its youth.
The Department of PubUc Works and Highways would like to thank the
Board of Selectmen and their office staff for their help and cooperation, along
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TOWN POLICY FOR WINTER MAINTENANCE
1. SNOW PLOWING: The Town vehicles begin plowing when the snow has
accumulated 2 to 3 inches. After roads are clear, sanding and salting will begin.
2. WINTER FREEZING RAIN STORM: It is important to note that salt or
sand is wasted if applied before rain stops. There is nothing the highway depart-
ment can do during a freezing rain storm. However, as soon as the rain stops,
salt and sand will be applied to the roads.
3. CLEAN ROAD POLICY: The Town of Hopkinton, like most communities
and cities, does not have a clean road policy. In other words, all roads and streets
will not be kept completely clear of snow and therefore only caution can be
advised for winter driving. Salt will be applied to all tar roads, however where
the shaded areas are found, there will be some snow or ice spots. The amount
of salt is limited and will be used sparingly. Dirt roads will be sanded, but a
build-up of ice cannot be helped so re-sanding is necessary; but with ice under
the sand, it still makes instant stops impossible.
4. PLOW ROUTES: Each plow route is approximately 15 miles long and
takes 3 to 4 hours to cover. So, if plowing is started with two inches of snow, by
the time the vehicle finishes the route 3 or 4 hours later, there could be up to 6
inches of snow on the first part of his route. Therefore, during a heavy snow-
storm, at times, there will be snow on the roads.
DAVID STORY
Road Agent
68 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
REPORT OF THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
The recommended Capital Improvement Program budget for 1983 had two
significant additions. The Fire Department recommended the purchase of a used
aerial ladder truck to assure the proper protection of Hopkinton's multi-story
buildings, and the Highway Department requested additional funds to complete
the Briar Hill reconstruction project.
The total monies shown in this year's view to be raised by taxes and term
borrowing was further increased by including the existing debt for the 1969
school expansion.
Other items considered, but not included in this year's report because they
were indefinite or needed further study, included additional land purchase for
the Landfill Operation, repair of the Contoocook River Falls and water main re-
placement within the Contoocook Village Precinct.
Comprehensive capital improvement planning includes three phases: the
current year's capital expenditures, a five year plan and a twenty year view.
This year the Committee asked the Fire and Highway Departments to develop
twenty year views. Commissioner Story has stated the need to allocate more
resources to maintain the current level of the Town's highway system. During
the past few years he thinks that we have lost some ground to deterioration.
Dave also plans to yearly reconstruct specific segments of the system and has
set a priority to do so. Briar Hill, Stickney Hill and Clement Hill roads are the
current priorities for the next four years.
When the 1983 view of capital expenditures is compared to last year's, a
number of items changed. This is expected as the needs and priorities of the
Town change. The primary objectives, however, are to identify the capital needs,
plan and prioritize their implementation and to control their impact on the tax
rate.
Respectfully submitted,
Don Houston , Planning Board Chairman
Charles George, Budget Committee
Jack Prewitt, Budget Committee
Sue Leadbeater, School Board
Jack Porter, School Board
Toni Gray, Selectmen
Bill Gay, Planning Board
Owen French, Exofficio
Richard Coen, Contoocook Precinct
Peter Dwyer, Hopkinton Precinct
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRIORITY I TOTAL METHOD AND YEAR OF FUNDING
COST




































































































































NOTE : 1 . Paid in fiscal year 1982
LEGEND: * Denotes year item is to be purchased
( ) Denotes method of funding: (A) Taxes, (B) Cap. Res. Act., (C) Serial Notes,
(D) State, (E) Federal, (F) Trade-in
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HOPKINTON ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
During calendar year 1982, the Board acted on 40 applications. There were
15 special exceptions granted and none denied. There were 17 variances granted
and eight denied.
The Board wishes to thank Lloyd Holmes and Richard Satter, whose terms
expired in 1982, for their dedicated service to the Board and the Town. Fred
Noseworthy moved from an alternate to a regular member during 1982. New
members joining the Board as alternates during 1982 were Lawrence Scammon
and Robert White
.
The Board wishes to thank the Selectmen, Planning Board, Building Inspector,
and the residents of Hopkinton for their cooperation during 1982.
Also during 1982, our capable secretary. Donna Preve, resigned to seek full-
time employment, after having served as Zoning and Planning Board secretary
for many years. We wish Donna weU in her new employment and express our
sincere appreciation for her dedication and valuable assistance over the last few
years.
We were fortunate to acquire the services of Margaret Astles as our new
secretary and we look forward to working with her.
The Board would encourage Hopkinton residents to attend Zoning Board of
Adjustment meetings. Meetings are usually held the first Tuesday of every
month at 7:30 P.M. at the Town Hall.
Should you be denied a Building Permit in the coming year by the Selectmen
and you feel that you have a legitimate appeal, appUcation forms may be picked
up at the Selectmen's Office or from the Chairman of the Zoning Board of
Adjustment and you should contact the Chairman of the Zoning Board of
Adjustment for any assistance in completing the form, and also, for any ques-
tions that you may have.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ALTERNATES
James P. Hargrove, Chairman Frank Holmes
Thomas Johnson, Jr. Janet Krzyzaniak
Barbara McCabe Lawrence Scammon
Fred Noseworthy Kurt Swenson
Lloyd Peterson Robert White
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HOPKINTON RECREATION COMMISSION
This year, in response to petition, the Hopkinton Schoool Board granted
authority and responsibility to the Recreation Commission for maintenance and
improvement of playing areas at Maple Street and Harold Martin schools.
As a first result, the top two inches of sandy clay were removed from pitcher's
mound and skin infield at Maple Street and replaced with washed stonedust
which was then rolled. This provided a firm, dust-free surface for the last half of
the field hockey season. Some of the removed material was used to fill in under
the backstop.
The swimming facilities at Kimball Pond were improved by expanding the
beach area. The swimming area will be improved further by the end-of-the-year
purchase of an additional dock section. The instructional program was again
a success, if reduced somewhat from the banner year of 1981. 75 children
participated.
At the new Little League Field in Georges Park, the stockpiled loam was
spread and seeded with surprising success since play was permitted immediately.
Some zoysia grass was plugged in with undetermined results.
Some 120 tons of stonedust were spread on the baseball and Little League
fields. At the baseball field all dirt surfaces were lowered 2 inches, removing
the encroaching grass. This was spread in the bare part of the park near the
tennis courts. The stonedust was used as a replacement. At the Little League
field, a layer of stonedust was spread to give a smoother surface.
Three sets of aluminum bleachers have been purchased for use at Maple
Street and the new field.
The Recreation Commission this year, as it has for several consecutive years,
had nearly exclusive rights to the expense of maintaining Georges Park. In the
winter months this included the timely flooding and the lighting of the hockey
rink. Cost of plowing the rink was underwritten by two local businessmen. The
summer mowing and clean-up schedule, along with the timely rains, resulted in
a park that was heavily used but still in excellent condition. This fact contri-
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HOPKINTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Commission held regular monthly meetings throughout the year plus
several workshops and meetings with the Selectmen. One member attended
the New England Environmental Conference at Tufts College, two members
attended the Municipal Law Lecture Series at Bow, two members participated
in the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Association of Conservation Com-
missions at Colby-Sawyer College, and one member attended a meeting regarding
the development of an active Tree Warden Program for New Hampshire which is
being conducted by the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands.
On April 27, 1982, by joint effort of the Commission and the Audubon
Society of New Hampshire, we held an outstanding meeting for people of the
region regarding the effects and problems created by acid rain. We left the
meeting fully convinced that acid rain will lower the quality of Ufe in New
Hampshire unless we act to stop this type of pollution. What can we do? En-
courage our Congressional Delegation to work to reduce Acid Rain through
amendments to the Clean Air Act.
Considerable time was spent in an effort to assist a local farmer who is
being plagued by a streambank erosion problem on the Contoocook River.
A report by an Engineering SpeciaUst of the Soil Conservation Service made
it obvious that the solution is not a simple one.
The Commission continued its support of the local school education program.
Linda Schneider, a high school teacher, received a partial scholarship to the Con-
servation Camp, sponsored by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests. We also sponsored two high school students, Paul Galvin and Jane Davis
to the New Hampshire Youth Conservation Camp.
The Commission was asked by Kimball Pond Study Committee to give recom-
mendations regarding land use at Upper Kimball Pond. Tudor Richards, from the
Audubon Society of New Hampshire, was asked to comment on wildlife, plants,
and natural features. A walking tour of the property was made on December 5,
1982. Many interesting features were noted, with the possibility of a nature trail
being established. There is a definite need for the property lines to be relocated
and marked.
• An active Forest Management Program has begun on the Salt Shed Lot based
on the Management Plan provided by the New Hampshire Division of Forests
and Lands in 1980. Seven hundred feet of previously undefined boundary lines
were established by blazing and painting. A timber sale is scheduled for the
winter of 1982-83. This sale will utilize the selective harvest method of remov-
ing the poorer quality timber in the initial cut, and leaving the better quality
stems to further grow in size and value.
Berry producing "wildlife shrubs," purchased from the State Nursery, were
planted in the logging yard on the Gould Forest, but succumbed shortly there-
after to the browsing of impatient deer and rabbit. Approximately two acres of
white pine saplings were released from overtopping red maples in the Foote Lot
throu^ a small-scale cordwood cut by the Hopkinton Boy Scout Troop.
Research as to the location and boundaries of town owned parcels continues.
The Faust lot was surveyed and its boundaries identified. Investigation nears
completion in locating some town owned property on the Burnham Inter-
vale, leaving only two other major tracts of forested land in need of further
clarification.
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Acquisition of part of the Rachael Johnson property, using federal funding,
was pursued during the course of the year. However, appraisal problems have
delayed any purchase agreement.
The Commission also continues to assist the Selectmen in reviewing Current
Use applications for proper compUance with the designated criteria of the
Current Use category.
The Commission regrets the resignation of Martha Myron and Charles Clif-
ford. Martha's work in our education program was outstanding, and Chuck's








ALLEN I. LEWIS, Chairman
DAVID STORY, Tree Warden,
Ex-Officio Member
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CIVIL DEFENSE
This year's activities were again aimed at improving the capabilities of the
Civil Defense Department through the purchase of new rescue equipment and
updating existing equipment. I am also pleased to report that the new rescue
building has been completed.
New equipment additions include the following: two 500 watt flood lights,
a large quantity of oak blocking, one ice rescue suit, and special rope climbing
equipment. The Rescue Squad members have participated in several hours of
training in order to be proficient in the use of the latter two items.
Major alterations were made to the rescue truck during the year. These
include the installation of six new utility boxes, the mounting of two new
emergency light bars, the installation of a new siren, the addition of six roof
mounted flood lights, and a new paint job and lettering. It was felt that this was
the most economical route to take as opposed to considering the purchase of a
new rescue vehicle.
The Rescue Squad responded to 28 calls in 1982, 5 of these for rendering
assistance to surrounding communities. As always, the Rescue Squad is ready to
assist the Fire and Police Departments and other communities at any time.
Two activities planned by the Civil Defense Department for the ensuing year
include training of personnel in radiological monitoring and reviewing the com-
munity disaster plan. Purchase of more needed rescue equipment and more
training are also anticipated.
We would like to thank all those who have assisted the Rescue Squad through
their donations and support of our annual auction. Should you desire to see the
new rescue building or the equipment that we have at our disposal please contact
any Rescue Squad member.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN D. McGregor, Director
BRUCE C. GEORGE, Deputy Director
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REPORT OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL TAX STUDY COMMITTEE
The Semi-Annual Tax Collection Committee met several times throughout
the fall to discuss whether Hopkinton property owners should receive two tax
bills, and whether or not this method would be an asset to the Town. The pur-
pose of this committee was to determine whether the semi-annual billing would
reduce the amount of money the Town has to borrow to cover the costs of
general town and school government; thus savings would arise from reduced
interest costs charged because the amount of money that was to be borrowed
should be less if the collections were on a timely basis.
It would be more convenient for the taxpayer to pay a bill in July rather than
come up with a larger sum in December with Christmas bills and Winter costs
at their peak.
We came up with a small percentage of decrease in the property tax rate if
this was implemented. We did, however, find many disadvantages to the tax-
payer. One being, that even the most conscientious taxpayer would have to
make adjustments if they were to pay twice a year. Many people have their
money in money market certificates and would lose interest by taking it out
tv^ce a year, while others budget by Christmas Clubs which release money once
a year in the fall— well past the first due date of July 1st billing.
Property owners would be paying one-half of their previous years' tax bill on
the first billing and the second billing would reflect the true tax rate, adjust-
ments and exemptions. It was felt that the people would lose perspective on the
actual annual amount of their property tax. It was the concensus of the com-
mittee that if the Legislature would agree to let the Department of Revenue
Administration or the Towns set the tax rates prior to the July billing it would
be a true one-half of a property owners' tax bill and less confusing.
Another factor against semi-annual collection was the increased cost for
Town Office personnel. The Tax Collector, the Assessor's Assistant, and the
Bookkeeper would have increased workloads and more compensation would be
needed.
One of the major concerns was the large delinquency rate of collection of
current property taxes. Paying twice a year could possibly solve this problem.
The Committee hesitates to make a recommendation since we believe it
should be up to the individual to express his opinion and the decision be decided






76 TOWN OF HOPKINTON
REPORT OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING ^
March 9, 1982
Moderator Philip S. Dunlap called the meeting to order at 8 o'clock in the forenoon and
read an attested copy of the Warrant.
Rev. David Bell of the Contoocook Methodist Church gave the invocation.
ARTICLE I: The following was offered by Stanley W. White and moved its adoption,
seconded by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.:
I nominate the following Town Officers for the term of one year, and move that the
Town Clerk be instructed to cast one ballot:
Firewards: Leonard L. George, Raymond C. Proctor, & Robert H. White
Fence Viewers: Alfred N. Chandler, Roy Kimball, & George W. Bean
Tree Warden: David A. Story
Weigher: Roger M. Andrus
Sexton: Bernard G. Foster
Surveyors of Wood & Lumber: Frank Story, Charles Sawyer, & Everett Jones
Adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE II: Action taken with respect to four amendments of the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance prepared by the Town Planning Board by voting by ballot:
A. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1. Amend TABLE 2. Use Regulations, page Z-13 by inserting after RESIDENTIAL 5,
Mobile Home Park, a new line to read:
6. Mobile Home Subdivision R-1 R-2 R-3 B-1 M-1
(See Section 11.07 A.) P P - - -
Unes 6. and 7. to be renumbered as 7. and 8.
2. Amend SECTION 11 by inserting after subsection 11.07 and before subsection 11.08
the following subsection:
11.07A A Mobile Home Subdivision may be permitted subject to the following
conditions:
a. Lots in subdivision shall comply with lot size, frontage requirements,
space limitation and other controls that conventional housing in the
same zone must meet. However, the subdivision may be an Open Space
Development as specified in Section 11.14.
b. The subdivision must have at least five lots and no more than twenty lots.
c. There shall be a 25' buffer strip around the perimeter of the subdivision.
d. The subdivision must be approved by the Hopkinton Planning Board.
Yes: 485 No: 189
B. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Town Zoning Map to rezone from R-2 to B-1 that area now designated R-2
located on the northerly corner of Pine Street and Spring Street Extension and bounded
by Pine Street, Spring Street Extension and Interstate 89.
Yes: 472 No: 170
C. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
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Amend SECTION 6:00, Dimensional and Density Regulations by adding the following:
6:10 Waste Pollution of the Contoocook River
No new building or conversion of an existing building shall be allowed which will fur-
ther pollute the Contoocook River with waste. No building permit will be granted unless
an acceptable, nonpolluting waste disposal system can be provided.
Yes: 615 No: 75
D. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1. Amend Table 2. Use Regulations, WHOLESALE, TRANSPORTATION & INDUS-
TRIAL 1. by deleting it in its entirety and substituting the following:
a. Removal of sand, gravel, rock, soil and construction aggregate:
R-1 R-2 R-3 B-1 M-1
S - S
2. Amend Sections 1 1.03 and 1 1.04 as required to bring the Ordinance into comphance
with RSA 155-E (Effective date 8/24/79) as it relates to the excavation and restora-
tion of new sites as regulated by the Zoning Board of Adjustment and as it relates to
to existing sites as regulated by a Board comprised of a member of the Board of
Selectmen, the Chairman of the Zoning Board of Adjustment, and the Chairman of
the Planning Board for the Town of Hopkinton.
Yes: 498 No: 115
All four amendments adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE III: The following resolution offered by Toni Gray and moved its adoption,
seconded by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the meeting
recess its further business proceedings under the Warrant, to reconvene on Wednesday,
March 10, 1982, at 6:00 p.m., at Hopkinton High School, the polls, however, to continue
open under ARTICLE I as declared by the Moderator.
The following amendment offered by Edward Leadbeater and moved its adoption,
seconded by Robert O. Nichols:
Instruct the Selectmen to issue two warrants; one comprised of the business to be done
at 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday and a second warrant of Hopkinton of the business to be done
at a subsequent time.
The article adopted in the affirmative as amended.
The Moderator declared the polls open for balloting. After ballots were counted, the
Moderator declared the following results:
Regular ballots cast 745 Names on checklist: 2,536
Absentee ballots cast 15
Total cast 760
Town Officers:
Selectmen (3 years) William J. Muse 101
Stanley W. White 619
Town Clerk (1 year) Thomas H. Johnson, Jr. 693
Town Treasurer Owen L. French 695
Tax Collector (1 year) Sue B. Strickford 715
Budget Committee (3 years) Andrea M. Jordan 292
Erick Leadbeater 620
John E. Prewitt 414
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Overseer of Public Welfare (1 year) Barbara S. McCabe 680
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 years)
Library Trustee (3 years) Paul S. Otis 627
Library Trustee (1 year) Katrina C. Richardson 615
Supervisor of the Checklist (6 years) Mary Ella Cluff 643
Cemetery Trustee (3 years) David B. Packard 593
Auditor (3 years) James P. Hargrove (write-in) 11
Moderator (2 years) Philip S. Dunlap 648
The meeting reconvened on Wednesday evening, March 10, 1982, at 6:00 p.m. at Hop-
kinton High School.
Rev. David Bell of the Contoocook Methodist Church gave the invocation.
The Moderator gave the results of the voting and stated that it had been announced
Tuesday, March 9, 1982, at the end of the balloting and declared the Officers elected.
The Moderator stated that the Warrant had been read as required by the Statute at the
opening of the meeting Tuesday, March 9, 1982, and would not be reread this evening.
ARTICLE IV: The following resolution offered by Kenneth J. Lima and moved its adop-
tion, seconded by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$739,877.00, as enumerated in the Town Warrant and printed in the Town report, be and
is hereby raised and appropriated for general government operation,
David Craig noted reduction in police department item and asked for a response (lost
money last year as well). Lucille Gaskill, Chairman of the Budget Committee, responded
by stating that all departments were cut 5%.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE V: The following resolution offered by Lindsey Collins and moved its adoption,
seconded by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$13,909.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Road Aid. (The State to
contribute $12,094.55; the Town to raise $1,814.45.) No discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
Don Houston moved to change the order of business so as to take up Articles XIX-XXIII
(19-23). Articles VI-XVIII (6-18) to take place later. Les Townes seconded it. No discussion.
Motion prevailed.
ARTICLE XIX: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Stanley W. White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town accept
the Cemetery Trust Funds as enumerated in the Town Warrant and printed in the Town
Report. No discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XX: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved its
adoption, seconded by Gary B. Richardson.
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
expend the income, during the current year, from the G. Everett Kelley Fund, one-half for
the benefit of the Hopkinton Village Library and one-half for the benefit of Bates Library.
No discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXI: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Toni Gray:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
accept additions to the principal of the following Trust Funds, subject to provisions as may
be applicable thereto:
Glenn M. Haselton Memorial $ 94.00
Katherine Eaton Semple Memorial $155.00
Evelyn Rice Memorial $ 1 00.00
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No discussion. Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Robert York:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote
to accept the sum of $1,386.00, plus the interest to date from the friends and relatives of
Andrew J. Carroll, the income to be used for a Memorial Scholarship, available to Hopkin-
ton High School Graduates entering or attending a four-year college, subject to such pro-
visions as the Award Committee may direct. The Award Committee is to consist of the
Principal of the Hopkinton High School and two other persons that he may designate. The
amount of the scholarship is to be the interest earned by the fund.
No discussion. Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXIII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Gary B. Richardson,
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of the 1982 tax levy.
No discussion. Article adopted in the affirmative.
Return to order of business (Articles VI-XVIII).
ARTICLE VI: The following resolution offered by Lucille Gaskill and moved its adoption,
seconded by Stanley W. White.
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$25,000.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for New Construction of Highways
(State to contribute $18,865.00; Town to raise $6,135.00.) No discussion. Article adopted
in the affirmative.
ARTICLE VII: The following resolution offered by Sue Drescher and moved its adoption,
seconded by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,730.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for the purpose of approving the inclu-
sion of employees in the N. H. Retirement System of the State of New Hampshire, which
System is provided for by RSA 100-A (supp.) for the employees of the Town of Hopkinton
in accordance with Chapter 134 to be effective April 1, 1982. Open for discussion. Jack
Porter questioned the fact that last year the State failed to fund the Retirement Fund. Stan
White yielded to Mr. Porter's question and explained that he did not know what the State
was going to do but that the purpose would be to allow employees to join the Retirement
System if they so desired. No further discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE VIII: The following resolution offered by Dolores Bailey and moved its adop-
tions, seconded by Robert York:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$15,000.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for the purpose of obtaining an engi-
neering and feasibility study of the dam located in Contoocook for the purpose of deter-
mining the condition of the dam and to evaluate its potential as a Hydro-Electric generating
facility and authorize the Board of Selectmen to borrow not more than $15,000.00 in the
name of the Town for this purpose and to execute and issue evidence of such indebtedness
notes or bonds of the Town of Hopkinton pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act and any other applicable laws of the State of New Hampshire.
This article requires a two-third's vote to prevail. Open for discussion and amendment.
Jack Prewitt, Chairman of the Hydro Dam Committee, noted that the Committee was
formed late last summer by the Selectmen for the purpose of investigating whether or not
the dam was safe and whether or not it had the potential to generate hydro-electricity. He
noted that the Committee had met with various State and other officials who have worked
with this and had obtained valuable input and advise.
Through Bruce Ellsworth, the Committee, with Selectmen approval, submitted a pre-
liminary permit that had to be filed with the Federal Energy Regulation Commission in
Washington. The Committee has received government approval, which means the Town of
Hopkinton now has first rights to develop the dam. They feel the dam has marginal poten-
tial for developing electricity, and noted they were particularly concerned with coming up
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with a proposal that does not alter the aesthetics of the area, and also one that would pay
for itself.
They are asking for $15,000.00 to get an engineering firm to give them some hard facts
to report to the Town next March.
Lou Scheyd suggested that the Town consider requesting proposals from private devel-
opers so as to give an indication of the feasibility of this at a minimal cost to the Town. The
engineers he had talked with felt it would cost between $850,000-$! million to develop
Hydro-power.
Harry Parker understood that the dam was badly in need of repair as of the early 1970's,
and that it was on the list of the 10 most dangerous. He questioned the liability the Town
could be faced with. Mr. Prewitt noted that the State no longer is responsible for checking
the dams. He further explained the purpose for presenting the article, which needs a 2/3's
vote, noting that the $15,000.00 would be reimbursed by private enterprise if they elect to
take it over.
David Craig offered an amendment that the $15,000.00 or any part thereof must be
reimbursed to the Town for private development of the dam. Seconded by Perry KiUam.
With a standing two-third's vote, the Article was adopted as amended with 191 in favor, and
45 opposed (158 necessary).
ARTICLE IX: The following resolution offered by Andrea Jordan, and moved its adoption,
seconded by Stanley W. White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$5,000.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for the purpose of effecting energy con-
servation and heat saving measures in the Town Hall. Open for discussion.
Joseph Cornett felt raising $5,000.00 was a waste of money. Derek Owen wanted to
know how the $5,000.00 would be spent. Bob York informed him that the ceilings and
all three floors would be insulated. Also weatherize the windows and doors. No further
discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE X: The following resolution offered by Fred Murphy, and moved its adoption,
seconded by Toni Gray:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town author-
ize the Selectmen to sell at pubUc auction or by advertised, sealed bids, the real estate
formerly owned by Mr. and Mrs. Nile E. Faust located on the east side of Putney HiU Road
and conveyed to the Town by deed of Sue B. Strickford, Tax Collector, dated November 8,
1978, and recorded in the Merrimack County Registry of Deeds, Box 1335, Page 26; and to
further authorize the Selectmen to establish a minimum amount for which the property is
to be sold and the terms and conditions of the sale in accordance with the provisions of
RSA 80:42. (Tabled at 1981 Town Meetmg.)
Open for discussion and amendment. Richard Drescher noted that Article XV was
coming up and felt these two articles could tie together and that maybe the Town should
consider selling land to pay for Article XV.
Mrs. Gray offered the following amendment to Article X. Seconded by Robert York.
To see if the Town wiU vote to authorize the Selectmen to subdivide into two lots
the real estate formerly owned by Mr. & Mrs. Nile E. Faust located on the east side
of Putney Hill Road. And, subject to approval by the Planning Board of this sub-
division, sell at Public Auction or by advertised sealed bids Lot #1. This lot to
consist of five acres, more or less, having 540 feet of frontage on Putney Hill Road,
going back 350 feet on the southerly side of lot line, 500 feet on the northerly side
lot line, and 600 feet on the easterly back lot hne; and to further authorize the
Selectmen to establish a minimum amount for which this lot is to be sold and the
terms and conditions of the sale in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42.
Further that the Town authorize the Selectmen to retain as Town-owned land Lot
#2 (31 acres more or less) being the remainder of the real estate, and that this land be
designated a Town Forest.
The entire parcel being conveyed to the Town by deed of Sue B. Strickford, Tax
Collector, dated November 8, 1978, and recorded in the Merrimack County Registry
of Deeds, Box 1335, Page 26.
Open for discussion.
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Ken Locke offered an amendment to the amendment to make available at Public
Auction a lot on the lower northeast portion, five acres more or less.
Mrs, Lewis questioned the reason for the amendment to the amendment. Ken Locke
noted that his house was about 100 yards from this property, and he would hate to see a
development come in that close to his home and feels buying this piece would prevent this.
Mr. Leadbeater noted that he thinks there is only 50 feet of frontage and to make it avail-
able at Public Auction you would have to have a legal size lot. Questioned whether this
could be done. Mrs. Gray noted that Mr. Leadbeater spoke to her issue. She did not believe
this would be a legal amendment because of the frontage problem, and it could not be sold
at Pubhc Auction. Mr. Kules questioned whether 50 feet was large enough for a developer to
put a road in, and if so, that would affect Mr. Locke. Toni Gray reviewed the purpose of her
amendment. She felt this was the best use of the land, and they had tried to protect the
abutters. She noted Old Putney Road was in need of repair and as a scenic road it cannot get
financial assistance. Further noting it cannot be sold on its own; must come back to the
Town. One lot for forest management. Toni felt income will come from timber in time.
Lee Wilder felt Mr. Locke would get the best protection for the least dollars the way the
Selectmen have proposed their amendment. He further noted that if we divide it up for
Locke why shouldn't we divide it up for everyone's convenience.
Ron Klemarczyk (Conservation Commission) noted that the piece Mr. Locke is interested
in has greater potential in about ten years for timbering.
Richard Satter moved the question. Seconded by Derek Owen. Vote on terminating
debate. Motion prevailed. Question on Mr. Locke's amendment to the amendment. Moder-
ator read Mr. Locke's amendment to the amendment and the public voted "no." Amend-
ment to the amendment failed. Question on Toni Gray's amendment.
David Craig wanted to know if there was a way to sell 36 acres to one party and buy
back development rights for $1. Thinks it might bring more money because there will be
marketable timber down the road. No second. Question on Gray's amendment.
Chuck Dibble did not think that the land was developable at all. He would like to see
it divided into two pieces and see them sold. He felt there could be a house on the lower
piece. Did not think the rest would ever be developed, and that the road would have to be
brought up to specifications. Chuck Dibble made the following amendment to the amend-
ment:
Further that the Town authorize the Selectmen to sell at Public Auction or by adver-
tised sealed bids lot #2 (31 acres more or less) bringing the remainder of the Real
Estate upon the same terms and conditions as designated for lot #=1. Seconded by
Janet Krzyzaniak. Open for discussion.
Ron Klemarczyk spoke to the amount of timber to be taken out and what it would bring
in dollars. Erick Leadbeater was concerned that the Town would end up maintaining the
road if developed. Also concerned that a 31 acre lot might be developed again. Erick felt
that raw land was the cheapest thing to maintain for the Town.
Mr. Turcotte wanted to know if there was any value on these lots. Stan White noted it
is estimated around $30,000.00 on just the one lot. Mr. Turcotte wanted to know the value
of the second lot and was told approximately $95,000.00 on the whole piece. Barbara
Richards noted that it is a water shed for the Precinct and spoke in opposition to Dibble's
amendment to the amendment. Walter Dwyer spoke in favor of Dibble's amendment. He
felt you could not contaminate the Village water supply. He spoke to Erick's comments on
the court upholding the Town's decision on Attorney Linden.
Richard Satter moved the question. Seconded by Stan White. Approved. The vote on
Chuck Dibble's amendment to the amendment was denied.
Question now on Toni Gray's amendment. Richard Hesse called the question. Leslie
Townes seconded. The amendment was adopted.
Dorothy S. MitcheU called the previous question. Stan White seconded the Article as
amended. All in favor. Article X adopted as amended.
ARTICLE XL The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved its
adoption, seconded by Toni Gray:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, to authorize the with-
drawal of $18,500.00 from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of
the State and Local Assistance Act for use as a setoff against the foUowing debt service:
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One all-wheel drive motor grader $ 1 8,500
Notes and Interest
Open for discussion.
Ray Mills moved to table Article XI until we have passed or defeated Article XII. David
Provan seconded it. The Article was passed over.
ARTICLE XII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Stanley White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$83,263.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for the purchase of one all-wheel drive
motor grader. ($30,000.00 to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve-Highway Equipment
Fund; $18,500.00 to be taken from Revenue Sharing Funds; and to discontinue the existing
Capital Reserve Revaluation Fund and appropriate the funds therein, which total approxi-
mately $3,000, towards the purchase of the grader; $15,763.00 to be raised by taxes and
authorizing the Board to borrow not more than $16,000.00 in the name of the Town for
this purpose and to execute and issue evidence of such indebtedness notes or bonds of the
Town of Hopkinton pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act and any other
applicable laws of the State of New Hampshire.
Stan White commented on the cost to repair the present grader and difficulty in getting
parts. Charles Witasek asked about the value of the present grader and Stan White noted
that the difference between municipal discount and trade in value was $30,000.00. David
Provan asked about operating and maintenance costs and the number of hours the old
grader was being used and how much the new one will get used. David Story, Road Agent,
responded by saying the $15,000.00 has been put into repairing the old grader and that it
is used just about every day. He noted it would be impossible to determine the number of
hours.
Previous question called. Joe Cornett moved to vote. Dorothy Mitchell seconded it. With
358 votes cast. Article XII was adopted in the affirmative by a standing vote (2/3 's vote
required) of 357 in favor and one opposed. (239 necessary)
ARTICLE XI: The Moderator recognized Janet Krzyzaniak who moved to reconsider
Article XI. Seconded by Ray Mills.
Dave Craig made a parlimentary inquiry regarding the $18,500.00. He noted the
$18,500.00 called for in Article XI was passed over and now shows up in Article XII. He
questioned whether they had not already agreed by passing Article XXII. He felt they had
to agree to take it out of the appropriate account. Yield to town counsel. Gary Richardson,
Town Counsel, did not feel Article XI was necessary because it was the same $18,500.00
that was noted in Article XII. Pass over Janet Krzyzaniak's resolution. Mr. Craig seconded
it. Mrs. Krzyzaniak withdrew her motion.
Lucille Gaskill noted that it has to be included in Article XI because it is revenue sharing
money and as such has to be a separate Article.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XIII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Stanley W. White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
accept a gift of land from the Swift Water Girl Scout Council. This land, known as Kimball
Lake #1, is located in Hopkinton Village Precinct, bounded on the south by Route 202 and
9, and to the west by Interstate 89. It contains 51 acres (31 acres of lake and 20 acres of
land) and includes the Horseshoe Restaurant and four cabins. The land is granted in perpe-
tuity for the purpose of public recreation.
Amendment offered by Peter Dwyer that the Town vote to accept a gift of land from
Swift Water Girl Scout Council. This being the premises conveyed to the Girl Scouts by
deed of the executors of the Harold C. Kimball estate dated March 21, 1980. Recorded at
the Merrimack County Registry of Deeds Book 1372, Page 1020. Discussion.
Stan White noted that the Selectmen were asked if they would like to accept this gift,
and they put together a committee. Peter Dwyer, Chairman, gave a report on this property.
The committee felt it is in the best interest of the Town to continue to lease the property
and further recommended that the Town accept this gift. Stan White informed the towns-
people that there would be expenses involved to maintain and develop this property, noting
that the dam and buildings will need attention. The Selectmen recommended that the com-
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mittee continue to study the cost to the Town, however, felt it was an excellent opportu-
nity for the Town.
The Moderator recognized Gary Richardson, Town Counsel, who reported on the respon-
sibilities and encumbrances to the Town. Mr. Richardson noted that the lease to the Tavern
will expire in 1982.
He stated that the deed to the Girl Scouts was instructed to: (1.) that the local property
has a right to use septic system (the owner of the property must pump out), (2.) the owner
of the property install a buffer strip between street and parking area. There also is an obliga-
tion to upkeep the dam and suggested submitting a report to the Water Resources Board.
Also responsibility to the property to the west (lot #2).
John Windhurst felt it would cost $25 -$30,000.00 to repair the restaurant and further
indicated that the Town was not getting something for nothing. Louis Scheyd reviewed
what was included in the $16,000.00.
Joseph Cornett was opposed to receiving this gift. He felt the Town should not go into
the landlord business noting we would have a restaurant and four cabins to maintain. He
also felt the Town already had enough property to maintain and questioned the affects this
would have on the police department. Further did not feel this property was good for
swimming.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Richardson. Gary noted that the Girl Scouts had a report
made that showed that there was nothing saying that it would require $16,000.00 to repair,
and he did not know where these figures came from. Gary noted there is no requirement
that the Town rent it. The Town can sell the entire property or subdivide and sell restaurant.
If it is turned down, it will be an excellent opportunity for someone else.
Richard McMillan noted that there is no area large enough for recreation and felt the
cabins could be burned. Ann Kules felt the Town did need more recreational area, and as a
member of the Recreational Committee, voted to keep and preserve the property. Stephen
Winship wanted to know if the Town turns it down if the Girl Scout Council could sell it to
a development, and Gary Richardson felt they could sell it. William Grenert asked if the
back taxes were unpaid and was told yes, Mr. Windhurst felt Gary Richardson was wrong
and that the property was supposed to go to a non-profit organization and that no one
could build on it. He felt the Town would be stuck with it because there is not enough land
to do anything.
Allen Lewis noted that the Fish and Game surveyed the property years ago and that at
that time Mr. Kimball decided not to give it to Fish and Game. Mr. Lewis felt the Town
should be able to do something with it.
Gary Richardson noted that he has received all the necessary papers, and he does not see
anything that would prevent the Town from reselling. He felt there was a possibility that a
developer could make a cluster-type development.
Robert Dunning felt it would be shortsighted for the Town to give up this opportunity.
He felt it should remain with the Town.
Melvin Myler moved the previous question. Seconded by Lee Marden. Previous question
called. The Moderator announced that they were now voting on Dwyer's amendment to
Article XIII.
Derek Owen spoke in favor, noting the Town could use more recreational area. Richard
Hesse called the previous question. Seconded by Dorothy Mitchell.
Article XIII adopted in the affirmative as amended.
ARTICLE XIV: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Stanley W. White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$5,000.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated and authorize the establishment of a
new Capital Reserve Account for Roof Repairs to the Contoocook Fire Station for place-
ment of this appropriation. No discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative. [Disallowed 11/10/82 by D.R.A.]
ARTICLE XV: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved its
adoption, seconded by Robert York.
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$92,315.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated, payable to W. L. Roberts, Sr., for the
purchase of land which is to be the future site of the Sewage Treatment Facility off Maple
Street: authorizing the Selectmen to borrow not more than $46,000.00 in the name of the
Town for this purpose and to execute and issue evidence of such indebtedness notes or
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bonds of the Town of Hopkinton pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
and any other apphcable laws of the State of New Hampshire. Open for discussion and
amendment.
Don Houston, Sewer Study Committee spokesman, reviewed for the public the work the
Committee has done and noted that if the Town does not buy this land, we may not get the
money from the federal government. Mr. Houston noted that the Town was still on the
government's priority list and further that the Pollution Control Commission advised the
Town to buy this land. He also informed the public that the federal sharing changes in 1984,
Roland Landry, assuming Article XV and Article XVI passed, asked what the tax to
the people would be. The Budget Committee had figured $1.00 per $1,000.00,
Richard Hesse was told by Stan White that the property was assessed for approximately
$81,150.00.
It was noted that a two-thirds vote in favor was required. Janet Krzyzaniak requested a
yes or no ballot.
Article XV was adopted in the affirmative by a poll vote of 244 in favor and 64 against
with a total of 308 ballots cast and 206 affirmative votes necessary.
ARTICLE XVI: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Toni Gray:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the sum of
$21,562.00 be and is hereby raised and appropriated for Libraries.
The Budget Committee informed Edward Leadbeater that the money for the Library
goes through the Selectmen and that was why it was on the Warrant. Selectman Stan White
noted that according to the RSA the Library is a separate entity. The Budget Committee
further told Mr. Hesse that the Library budget was reviewed like all other budgets, but not
included in the general budget.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XVII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Robert York:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a committee, not to exceed five members, to
investigate the feasibility of semi-annual taxes for the Town of Hopkinton. The committee
to prepare a report for inclusion in the next Town Report and a written recommendation
for consideration by the Board of Selectmen. No discussion.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XVIII: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Toni Gray:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the Town vote to
approve the proposed acquisition by the Town of Hopkinton per RSA 36 -A of 64± acres of
forest land from Miss Rachel Johnson, such acquisition to be made possible by a grant from
the Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund and a donation by Miss Johnson, said land
to be designated. The Hawthorne Town Forest. Further, the Town expresses its grateful
appreciation to Miss Johnson for her generous gift. Open for discussion.
Selectman Stan White noted that the Conservation Commission asked the Selectmen to
sign an agreement with the federal government. Ron Klemarczyk, Conservation Commission,
informed the public that they have applied for and received preliminary approval of a grant.
With this grant assistance and donation from Miss Johnson, the Town will be able to acquire
forest land for tree management and recreation. It was clarified for Harry Parker that the
federal grant will pay for only 50%. Miss Johnson to donate her $30,000 and the govern-
ment to donate the other $30,000. Peter Russell was not sure the Town needed another
town forest.
Richard Satter moved the question. Seconded by Les Townes. Previous question called.
The article was adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXIV: The following resolution offered by Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., and moved
its adoption, seconded by Stan White:
Resolved by the Town of Hopkinton, in Town Meeting convened, that the reports of the
Town Officers, Trustees and Committees for 1981 be accepted as printed in the Town
Report, errors and omissions excepted.
Article adopted in the affirmative.
I
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Les Townes moved to adjourn the meeting in memory of Norris Patch, long time town
official who was a woods and land surveyor. Seconded by Don Houston.
There being no further business to come before the meeting, the Moderator declared the
meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m.
THOMAS H. JOHNSON, JR.
Town Clerk
A true record, "Attest"
March 12,1982
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr.
Town Clerk
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APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES Year Committee
Precinct
Electricity $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00
Insurance - Workmen's Comp. 140.00 140.00
Insurance - Liability 300.00 300.00
Fire Protection 750.00 750.00
Officer's Expenses 300.00 300.00
Miscellaneous 500.00 500.00
Planning/adjustment bds. 500.00 500.00
Legal 200.00 200.00
Village Clock 156.00 156.00






Superintendent's Salary 1,500.00 1,500.00
Superintendent's Expenses 300.00 300.00
Accounting Services 400.00 400.00
Social Security Taxes 130.00 130.00
Electricity 2,400.00 2,400.00
Interest 1,300.00 1,300.00
Debt Service 6,100.00 6,100.00
Water tests 150.00 150.00
Office Supplies 100.00 100.00
Printing Town Report 100.00 100.00
Legal 100.00 100.00
Miscellaneous 100.00 100.00
Repairs and Maintenance 4,844.31 4,844.31
SUB-TOTAL 17,524.31 17,524.31
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES $26,530.31 $26,530.31
I
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SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes









TOTAL REVENUES EXCEPT PRECINCT TAXES
Amount to be Raised
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HOPKINTON VILLAGE PRECINCT WATER DEPARTMENT
Comparative Statement of Changes in Financial Position
For the Years Ended December 3 1 , 1 98 1 and 1 982
Working Capital Generated 1981 1982
From Operations $ 2,315.19 $ 956.18
From Depreciation 5,404.67 5,389.46
From New Debt 6,500.00 0.00
Total Working Capital Generated $14,219.86 $ 6,345.64
Working Capital Applied
Fixed Assets Acquired $ 8,259.74 $ 0.00
Debt Reduction 5,425.00 6,075.00
Total Applied $13,684.74 $ 6,075.00
Increase (Decrease) in Working Capital $ 535.12 $ 270.64
Changes in Working Capital Accounts
Working Capital
Increase/(Decrease)
Account Balance 12/31/80 12/31/81 12/31/82 1981 1982
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash $2,636.20 $3,016.19 $3,209.34 $ 379.99 $ 193.15
Accounts Receivable 53.80 218.69 103.91 164.89 114.78
Materials and Supply 1,070.87 1,070.87 1,070.87 0.00 0.00
Petty Cash 51.33 0.00 0.00 (51.33) 0.00
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued Expenses 227.77 449.00 310.94 (221.23) 138.06
Other Liabilities 420.38 157.58 103.37 262.80 54.21
Working Capital $3,164.05 $3,699.17 $3,969.81 $ 535.12 $ 270.64
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1. The accompanying financial statements were not audited.
Note 2. The income statement does not treat the payments made on principle
of debt during each year as expense. Such payments made during the
year were $5,425 in 1981 and $6,075 in 1982. The receipt of debt
proceeds are not included in income.
Note 3. Depreciation is calculated by the straight Hne method based on the
estimated useful lives of the assets.
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Comparative Balance Sheet





























Accumulated Profit and Loss
Total Precinct Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND PRECINCT EQUITY
$ 3,016.19 $ 3,209.34
218.69 103.91
1,070.87 1,070.87




$ 87,074.34 $ 81,684.88
3,403.30 3,403.30
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Comparative Income Statement
For the Years Ended December 31, 1981 and 1982
Revenue
Water Sales $ 14,153.60 3J 14,303.47
Operating Expenses
Superintendent's Salary and Expenses 1,692.00 1,840.00
Payroll Taxes 104.01 136.30
Accounting Services 242.50 424.50
Electricity 1,878.66 2,123.45
Office Supplies 100.07 73.10
Repair and Maintenance 835.56 2,010.14
Miscellaneous 346.30 253.55
Total Operating Expenses $ 5,199.10 S& 6,861.04
Operating Income 8,954.50 7,442.43









$ 6,639.31 $ 6,486.25
$ 2,315.19 $ 956.18
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SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
Old fire station and lot known as the precinct building
Land on North side of Old Putney Hill Road
Tables, chairs, files
Old hook and ladder wagon
Old hand pumper (10 man)











Cash on Hand Beginning of Year
GRAND TOTAL
Current Maintenance Expenses:
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Building Repairs 1,210.00
Printing town reports 171.25
Planning and Adjustment bds. 268.71
Total Payments $ 8,124.81
Cash on Hand End of Year 2,269.61
GRAND TOTAL $10,394.42
SCHEDULE OF LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31,1 982
Long-Term Notes Outstanding: (Water Bonds)
Concord Savings Bank (7 issues) $22,550.00
Private placement 875.00
Total Long-Term Notes Outstanding $23,425.00
TOTAL LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS December 31,1982 $23 ,425 .00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long-Term Debt, December 3 1 , 1981 $29,500.00
Total Outstanding Long-Term Debt $29,500.00
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year:
Long-Term Notes Paid $6,075.00
Total Long-Term Notes Paid $ 6,075.00
OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM DEBT December 31, 1982 $23,425.00
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CONTOOCOOK VILLAGE PRECINCT
During 1982 the following work was done to improve the fire hydrant sys-
tem; replaced hydrant at Hurd's Exxon Station, replaced hydrant at Edwards'
residence on Spring St., replaced hydrant at Babson residence on Kearsarge
Avenue. Hydrants were raised at the Lord residence on Kearsarge Ave., and at
the York residence on Pine St. Further improvements will be made when the
Contoocook Village sewerage project is under construction.
Land had been purchased at the proposed well site adjacent to the Chlor-
inator Station on Spring St. Ext. A parcel of land containing 14.96 acres was
purchased from Spencer Simonds. A parcel of land containing 4.1 acres was
purchased from James Howley, Jr. In addition, a sales agreement has been signed
with Robert Howard, III, for the purchase of another 1.1 acre parcel. These
three parcels of land will estabUsh precinct ownership of all land located within a
400' radius of the proposed future well site. This 400' radius of protection is the
recommendation of the N. H, Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission.
A preUminary forest inventory was taken of the Precinct owned land around
Bear Pond, the intent being to manage future timber harvests to produce some
income for the Contoocook Precinct.
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Capital Outlay - Equipment
Transfer from Capital Reserve
Principal of Debt
Interest on Debt
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SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes
Hydrant Rentals
Water Rents
Merchandise Sales and Job Work
Business Profits Tax
Interest from Working Capital
Transferred from Capital Reserve
Total Revenues Except Precinct Taxes
Amount to be raised by Precinct Taxes



























SPECIAL CONTOOCOOK VILLAGE PRECINCT MEETING
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
December 29 & 30, 1982
Category Appropriation Expended Credit Balance
Constructing new
water lines $175,000.00 -0- -0- $175,000.00
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES COMPARED WITH APPROPRIATIONS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1982
Appro-
Appro- Expen- priation
Account priation diture Balance
Current Expenditures
Wages $ 1,325.00 $ 1,325.00 $ .00
PICA 90.00 90.79 ( -79)
Rent—Taxes 1,500.00 1,462.20 37.80
Custodial 3,500.00 3,500.00 .00
Repairs, Operations and
Maintenance 15,000.00 8,493.17 6,506.83
Village Green 350.00 144.00 206.00
Legal Fees 500.00 571.70 ( 71.70)
Insurance 500.00 599.00 ( 99.00)
Street Lights 12,000.00 11,321.04 678.96
Office and Administration 500.00 718.61 ( 218.61)
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES $35,265.00 $28,225.51 $ 7,039.49
Capital Outlay
Equipment $ 2,000.00 $ 1,393.11 $ 606.89
Planning and Engineering 750.00 750.00 .00
Land Acquisition 27,000.00 26,914.20 85.80
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY $29,750.00 $29,057.31 $ 692.69
Capital Reserve
Transfer to Capital Reserve $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 $ .00
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 $ .00
Debt Service
Principal $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 $ .00
Interest 1,150.00 1,150.00 .00
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $ 6,150.00 $ 6,150.00 $ .00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $76,165.00 $68,432.82 $ 7,732.18
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES
ACTUAL -vs- ESTIMATED
For the Year Ended December 31, 1982
Unrealized
Account Estimated Actual Balance
Hydrant Rentals $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ .00
Water Rents 18,000.00 20,718.70 (2,718.70)
Mdse. Sales and Job work 150.00 342.46 ( 192.46)
Business Profits Tax 2,500.00 2,597.06 ( 97.06)
Interest 500.00 971.49 ( 471.49)
Misc. Income .00 9.40 ( 9.40)
District Assessment 33,521.59 35,150.00 (1,628.41)
TOTAL REVENUES $55,671.59 $60,798.11 $(5,117.52)
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BIRTHS
Date of Place of
Birth Chad's Name Name of Father Name of Mother Birth
1981:
12/26 Lukas Mercer Ronald G. Hansen Tina M. Mercer Concord
12/28 Christopher Jon Gary W. Rheaume Jane L. Wilson Concord
12/29 Kelly Jan Curtis W. Martin Jan R. Brown Concord
1982:
01/12 Derek Richard Richard T. Astles Margaret M. Buffa Concord
01/14 Shawn Evan Robert L. Witham Linda E. Blanchette Concord
02/14 Kirsten Michele William K. Newhams SaUy J. Sterling Concord
02/22 Timothy Harney Roland A. Pinault Catherine L. Doyle Concord
02/25 Jennifer Ann Daniel B. Coulter Linda L. Carson Concord
03/05 Courtney Allen Stephen M. Belanger Melody J. Turner Concord
03/10 Amanda Jeanne Edward H. Kerr, Jr. Jeanne M. Benoit Concord
03/15 Rebekah Amelia Kevin L. Brown Diane S. Baxter Concord
03/19 Amanda Ann David A. Watson Eileen B. Ayers Concord
04/04 Melissa May Robert B. Buchanan Deborah L. Young Concord
04/26 Sarah Elizabeth Stephen E. Bove Joyce L. Freeman Concord
05/08 Lawrence Lakin Lawrence L. Jones, III Kathleen M. Ouelette Nashua
05/08 Sara Elizabeth Gary W. Jones Sally J. Jenkins Concord
05/15 Janelle Lynn Jerold S. Smith Sharon J. Quimby Concord
05/20 Jesse William Craig W. Billingham Laurence J. Silver Concord
05/28 Julie Gallagher Timothy M. Kolojay Sandra L. Gallagher Concord
05/29 Kyle Kip Kip R. Garvin Debra Hodges Concord
06/22 Kerry Ann Douglas D. Fuller Kim M. DePerry Concord
06/26 Megan Marie Robert H. Stevens Terry L. Berquist Concord
06/26 Nathan Andrew Jeffrey P. Gagne Holly H. Smith Concord
06/28 Julie Ann Peter Blume Joan P. Hitchner Concord
06/30 Arpiar Bruce Arpiar G. Saunders, Jr. Linda T. Stout Concord
07/02 Meaghan Elizabeth Paul J. Smith, Jr. Susan E. Merrill Concord
07/13 Alexis Sterling Bruce P. Bline Lisa J. Syphers Concord
07/16 Leigh Marie Joseph F. Bonanno Christine E. Cronin Concord
08/29 Alyssa Jill Nicholas W. Power JiU L. Johnson Concord
08/30 Christopher David David B. Parker, Jr. Lisa A. Boucher Concord
09/05 Eric Joshua Allan M. Moses Colleen A. Sullivan Concord
09/22 HoUy Jo John L. Herrick Joanne B. Fortier Concord
09/22 Jaime Lynn Thomas G. Yestramski Deborah A. Budrewicz Concord
09/24 Benjamin Robert Kennith C. Knight Kay A. Stevens Concord
10/02 Michael Scott William E. Donoghue Donna L. Wilson Concord
10/08 Catherine Elizabeth A. CoUier Smyth Donna L. Reed Concord
10/29 Michael John Adam J. Czarkowski Joanne M, Trainor Concord
11/03 Matthew James Steven Ralph Barker Sue-Ellen Y. Bourdon Concord
11/12 Jill Jennifer Elizabeth Boyd D. Lofton Dianne C. Stanik Concord
11/18 Richard Jonathan Richard J. Schaefer Kathy S. Starkey Concord
11/26 Frances Eleanor Frank E. Gilman III Carol P. Coleman Concord
11/28 Ian Winston Dunbar Richard M. Langworth Barbara D. Francis Concord
12/01 Amy Alison Donald R. West Carrie H. White Concord
12/10 Jonathan Andrew Rolfe A. Goff Ann L. Severance Concord
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MARRIAGES
Date of Marriage Name of Bride and Groom
1981:
Correction







March 4 David A. Moody
Lisa A. BuzzeU
March 6 Martin L. Boisvert
Anne Marie S. Morin
March 21 John E. Holden, Jr.
Sharon L. Cloud
April 24 Kyle T. Graziano
Diane L. Dumais
April 24 G. AUen Head
Margaret I. Grant
April 24 Scott D. Walker
Carol L. Gutman
May 8 Clifford G. Phelps
Maureen E. Donahue
May 15 Douglas M. MacDonald
Linda S. Brew
May 22 Eugene B. Long
Victoria Einhorn
May 29 Maurice H. Dupuis
Shirley M. Bailey
June 5 Thomas B. Walker III
Mary Jo Riccitelli
June 5 Richard W. Cressy
Lorraine G, Phelps
June 17 Thomas A. Gleason
Kimberly P. Barrett
June 20 Paul B. Oakes, Sr.
Betty J. Quaile
July 3 Randall P. Clark
Susan M. Weigand
July 3 Martin Grady III
Donna L. Dumais
July 5 Carl D. Gagnon
Jody Jaye Farrer
July 10 Dennis E. Collins
Claire C. Durocher
July 13 Christopher J. Lennox
Sylvia Soucy
August 7 Mark W. Stock
Jacqueline K, McManus
August 14 Leroy R. Kimball, Jr.
Laurie L. Rice




















































































William G. Abbott, IV
Alicia M. Amadon
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S2 HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
MODERATOR Gary Richardson
CLERK Mary Ellen Card
TREASURER Douglas Brown
SCHOOL BOARD
Betsy Wilder Term Expires 1984
William Milne Term Expires 1984
Sue Leadbeater Term Expires 1983
John Boatwright Term Expires 1985
John Porter Term Expires 1985
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS Thomas J. Watman
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS Ralph J. Minichiello
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hopkinton quahfied to
vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton Town Hall on the 8th day
of March, 1983 to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot, the following school district officers
with the polls open at 8:00 o'clock in the morning and remain open con-
tinually until 6:00 o'clock in the evening:
A. 1 School Board Member 3 year term
B. 1 Moderator 1 year term
C. 1 Clerk 1 year term
D. 1 Treasurer 1 year term














S4 HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hopkinton qualified to
vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton High School Gymnasium
on the 10th day of March 1983 at 7:30 o'clock in the evening to take action
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose agents, auditors or committees in relation to any subject em-
braced in the Warrant, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen and to
take any other action in relation thereto.
3
.
To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) as a Contingency Fund, or take any other action
in relation thereto.
5 To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000.00) for the purpose of making building heating/
electrical modifications that will result in energy conservation, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand dollars ($18,000.00) for the purpose of repair and replacement to the
roof of Hopkinton High School. The sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00)
to be raised by taxation, and ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) and the interest
thereon to be withdrawn from the High School roof repair and replacement
capital reserve fund established for this purpose on March 12, 1981 and March
1 1 , 1982, or take any other action in relation thereto.
7. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) and to pay the same to the capital reserve fund
estabhshed for the purpose of replacement of the Maple Street School roof and
to confirm that said capital reserve fund has been established for the purpose of
capital improvements, namely, the replacement of the roof at the Maple Street
School building and not for purposes of repair, or take any other action in rela-
tion thereto.
8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fv/e
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) and to pay the same to the capital reserve fund
established for the purpose of replacement of the High School roof, and to con-
firm that said capital reserve fund has been estabUshed for the purpose of capital
improvements, namely, the replacement of the roof at the High School building
and not for purposes of repair, or take any other action in relation thereto.
9. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to estabHsh
a committee to review:
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a) ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES to include but not
restricted to; roof insulation and replacement at the High School
and Maple Street School, window replacement at the High School
and heating system improvements, and
b) handicap improvements including; exit and egress from all schools,
installation of an elevator at the High School, hand rail extensions,
etc., and to report to the District with recommendations at the
next Annual Meeting.
10. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply
for, accept and expend without further action of the School District meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal year upon the
following conditions:
a) The money must be used for the legal purposes for which the
School District can appropriate money
b) The School Board must hold a public hearing on the action taken
c) It shall not require the expenditure of additional School District
funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority of RSA 198:20-b, or to take
any action in relation thereto.
11. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board, on its
behalf, to enter into and bind the District to any requisite agreements with the
District of Concord and the State Board of Education, so that the District will
be enabled to participate in the Regional Vocational Educational Center Pro-
gram conducted in the Concord School District serving Region II, this authoriz-
ation to be limited to the 1983-84 school year, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
12. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Hopkinton this day of February, 1983.
NOTE: This is an unofficial draft BETSY WILDER, Chairperson
of the proposed warrant submitted JOHN BOATWRIGHT
for printing purposes prior to the SUE LEADBEATER
actual deadline for completion of WILLIAM MILNE
the Warrant. JOHN PORTER
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Unreserved Fund Balance $ 42,784
STATE SOURCES
Sweepstakes $ 15,534 $ 15,500 $ 15,500
Foster Children -0- -0- -0-
School Building 7,913 9,000 9,000
Voc. Ed. Transportation Aid 5,550 4,955 4,955
Driver Education 2,000 2,250 2,250
Handicap Education 36,482 36,480 36,480
Sub-Total State $ 67,479 $ 68,185 $ 68,185
FEDERAL SOURCES
Child Nutrition $ 12,620 $ 14,256 $ 14,256
Flood Control 400 270 270
Federal Project-Block Grant 5,000 5,000 5,000
Sub-Total Federal $ 18,020 $ 19,526 $ 19,526
LOCAL REVENUES
Tuition $ 4,000 2,000 $ 2,000
Interest 3,000 3,400 3,400
Rent 50 50 50
Sale of Equipment 50 50 50
Donations -0- -0- -0-
Local Income— Hot Lunch 80,000 88,000 88,000
Other Local 2,520 -0- -0-
Transfer from Capital Reserve -0- 10,000 10,000
Sub-Total Local $ 89,620 $ 103,500 $ 103,500
TOTAL REVENUE
& CREDITS $ 217,903 $ 191,211 5191,211
District Assessment $2,258,829 $2,526,731 $2,434,125
TOTAL REVENUE AND
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $2,476,732 $2,717,942 $2,625,336
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
1983-1984 Budget Analysis
FUNCTION 1 100 (Regular Instruction)
Includes:
Teacher Salaries & Benefits
Substitutes Salaries & Taxes
Regular Aides Salaries & Benefits
General School Instructional Accts.
Departmental Instructional Accounts









Special Education aides — Salaries & Taxes $ 18,975
SAU Special Education Program 27,396
Out of District Handicap Tuitions 72,204
Physical Therapist & Occupational Therapist 9,740
All other 3,576
FUNCTION 1300 (Vocational Education)
Includes:
Concord Regional Voc Ed Program tuition $ 6,870
FUNCTION 1400 (Co-Curricular Activities)
Includes:
Athletics & Activities
Salaries & Benefits $ 1 6,696
General Support for School Activities 1 ,000
General Support for Athletic Activities 13,056
Assemblies & Athletic Supplies 804
FUNCTION 2110 (Attendance Services)
Includes:
Attendance $ 11
Census— Services, Dues, Fees 960
FUNCTION 2120 (Guidance Services)
Includes:
Secretary Salary & Benefits $ 1 2 ,099
Guidance Staff-Salary & Benefits 58,646
Reference Material & Equipment 625
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FUNCTION 2130 (Health Services)
Includes:
Nurse Salary & Benefits
Nurse Supplies & Equipment
Doctor Exams




FUNCTION 21 50 (Speech Pathology)
Includes:
Professional Services





FUNCTION 2220 (Educational Media)
Includes:
Library Aides— Salaries & Taxes
Librarian Salary & Benefits
Library Repairs/Books/Reference Material/
Books/Equipment
Computer Coordinator— Salary & Taxes
Data Processing, Supplies, Equipment
FUNCTION 2310 (School Board Services)
Includes:
Board Chairman— Salary & Taxes J
Board Members— Salaries & Taxes
Board Clerk— Salary
Board Dues & Conferences
Treasurer— Salary, Taxes, Supplies
Checklist/Ballot Clerks/Moderator
Legal Fees
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FUNCTION 2320 (School Administrative Management) $ 89,744
Includes:
SAU #24 Assessment and Travel $ 89,744
FUNCTION 2390 (Other General Administrative Services) $ 23 ,992
Includes:
Advertising, Board Dues, Computer Checks,
District Liability on Retired Employees 9,557
Workers Compensation/Unemploy. Comp./
Bonding for Treasurer 14,435
FUNCTION 2400 (School Administration) $ 1 7 1 ,79
1
Includes:
Principal Salaries & Benefits $ 1 04,884
Secretarial Salary & Benefits 23 ,997
Administrative Asst.— Salary & Benefits 14,219
Summer Help —Clerical 1 ,1 96
Principal's Office — Travel & Supplies 7,695
Staff Dues, Staff Travel, Staff Bonding, etc. 8,360
Dept. Head Salaries & Benefits 9,940
Graduation 1 ,500
FUNCTION 2540 (Operation & Maintenance of Plant) $ 282,907
Includes:
Custodial Salaries, Benefits, Travel $ 85,952
Summer Help & Substitutes 5 ,982
SuppHes & Disposal Services 1 9 ,097
Plant Heat 74,400
Utilities (Includes water inspection) 40,858
Small Tools & Hardware SuppUes 1 0,625
Repairs & Maintenance (Handicap & General) 28,190
Replacement Equipment 2,950
Snowplowing 3,200
Upkeep of Grounds— General Maintenance 2,1 50
Upkeep of Equipment 2,875
Insurance (Property, Boiler & Machinery,
Liability) 6,628
FUNCTION 2550 (Pupil Transportation) $ 1 79,048
Includes:
Pupil Transportation To and From Schools $ 146,716
Handicap Pupil Transportation 20,124
Field Trip Transportation 4,620
Athletic Transportation 7,588
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FUNCTION 4200 (Land Improvements) $ 6,700
Includes:
Improvement in Parking Lots & Grounds $ 6,700
FUNCTION 4600 (Building Improvements) $ 46 ,000
Includes:
Warrant Article -Energy Improvement $ 20,000
Building Improvements— Handicap Access
Construction 2,000
Septic System Installation 6,000
Warrant Article for Replacement/Repair of
High School Roof 18,000
FUNCTION 5000 (Debt Service)
Principal $ 30,000
Interest 10,440
FUNCTION 5220 (Federal Projects) $ 5 ,000
FUNCTION 5240 (To Food Service Funds) $ 1 14,681
Includes:
District Assessment
Director's Salary $ 8,925
Equipment Purchases 3,500
Estimated Local Sale of Lunches 88,000
Estimated State/Federal Reimbursement 14,256
FUNCTION 5250 (To Capital Reserve Accounts) $ 1 0,000
Includes:
Warrant Article Transfers to the Trustees
of Trust Funds for —
Replacement Maple Street Roof $ 5 ,000
Replacement of High School Roof 5,000
TOTALPROPOSED BUDGET $2,717,942
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Revenues and Expenditures
Budget vs. Actual 1981/82
Approved Budget
REVENUES (from Revenue Variance
Function Account Administration) Actual (Under)
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3120 Sweepstakes $ 15,423.00 $ 15,423.17 $ .17
3140 Foster ChUdren 600.00 400.00 ( 200.00)
3210 School Building Aid 9,000.00 9,000.00 -0-
3220 Vocational School Aid 9,200.00 4,752.66 ( 4,447.34)
3230 Driver Education Aid 4,000.00 1,600.00 ( 2,400.00)
3240 Handicap Education Aid 36,482.00 38,303.28 1,821.28
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4410 ESEA Federal Projects 5,000.00 -0- ( 5,000.00)
4460 Child Nutrition 29,644.00 To Food Service ( 29,644.00)
4920 Other -Flood Control 400.00 270.72 ( 129.28)
REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1300 Tuition 7,500.00 3,097.96 ( 4,402.04)
1500 Earning on Investments 3,500.00 3,429.43 ( 70.57)
Other Local -Sale of Equipment 50.00 -0- ( 50.00)
Other Local -Donations -0- 250.00 250.00
Other Local -Rent 50.00 1.00 ( 49.00)
Other Local Revenue - (Voiding Prior
Year Stale Checks) -0- 1,608.23 1,608.23
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
Town of Hopkinton $2,062,815.00 $2,062,815.00 -0-
INTERFUND TRANSFERS
5220 From Capital Projects -0- 4,596.05 4,596.05
5000 From Trust Funds -Gould Fund -0- 320.17 320.17
TOTAL REVENUES




Over Expenditures $ 29,499.59
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EXPENDITURES Variance




Regular Program $1,193,417 $1,106,869.88 ( 86,547.12)
1200 Special Programs 99,119 78,565.44 ( 20,553.56)






2110 Attendance Services 802 532.00 ( 270.00)
2120 Guidance 33,404 35,970.07 2,566.07
2130 Health Services 18,090 17,457.51 ( 632.49)
2140 Psychological 7,465 7,628.76 163.76
2150 Speech Pathology 7,109 8,764.77 1,655.77
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF SERVICES
2210 Improvement of Instruction 5,220 8,849.06 3,629.06
2220 Educational Media 50,253 66,060.40 15,807.40
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
2310 School Board Services 11,178 13,096.22 1,918.22
2310 Contingency -General 10,000 -0- ( 10,000.00)
2320 School Admin. Unit Management 77,080 77,080.00 -0-
2320 Superintendent Travel for Hopkinton 150 223.80 73.80
2390 Other General Admin. -Services 18,111 17,822.17 ( 288.83)
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
2400 School Administration 142,896 145,693.87 2,797.87
BUSINESS SERVICES FOR SCHOOLS
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 228,135 282,127.08 53,992.08
2250 Pupil Transportation 162,678 147,897.56 ( 14,780.44)
BUILDING ACQUIDITIONS AND CONSTRUCTION
4600 Building Improvements -Energy 12,000 10,947.85 ( 1,052.15)
OTHER OUTLAYS
5100 Debt Service -Principal 30,000 30,000.00 -0-
Debt Service -Interest 13,919 13,920.00 1.00
5200 Fund Transfers -
To Federal Projects 5,000 -0- ( 5,000.00)
To Food Service 36,144 6,500.00 ( 29,644.00)
To Capital Reserve 10,000 10,000.00 -0-
TOTAL $2,202,507 $2,116,368.08 ( 86,138.92)






Henniker, New Hampshire 03242
Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and account
groups of the Hopkinton School District for the year ended June 30, 1982 and
have issued our report thereon, dated November 8, 1982. As part of our examina-
tion, we reviewed and tested the District's system of internal accounting control
to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by
generally accepted auditing standards. Under these standards, the purpose of
such evaluation is to establish a basis for reUance thereon in determining the
nature, timing and extent of other such auditing procedures that are necessary
for expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthor-
ized use or disposition, and the reHability of financial records for preparing
financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of
reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a system of internal accounting
control should not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes that the
evaluation of these factors necessarily requires estimates and judgement by
management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the per-
formance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding
of instructions, mistakes of judgement, carelessness or other personal factors.
Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can
be circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented
intentionally by management with respect to the estimates and judgements re-
quired in the preparation of financial statements. Further, projection of any
evaluation of internal accounting control to future periods is subject to the risk
that the procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions
and that the degree of compUance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the District's system of internal accounting con-
trol for the year would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
Such study and evaluation disclosed the following conditions which we believe
are weaknesses.
INVOICE PROCESSING
Mathematical Verification of Invoices:
During our tests of the District's expenditures we noted that no formal
evidence exists to show that invoices have been checked for correct footings and
extensions. Clerical errors in vendor's invoices could go undetected and result in
overpayments.
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We believe that the clerical accuracy of vendor invoices should be decided
prior to payment and the invoice should be initialled by the individual perform-
ing the verification.
Receiving Report Documentation:
Our tests of expenditures showed that individuals who physically receive
goods did not consistently initial receiving reports and/or the receiving copy of
the purchase order. The District's system of internal control over purchasing
relies primarily on a chain of approvals for its effectiveness. When the approvals
are not evidenced the entire system is weakened.
We recommend that the receipt of all goods be evidenced on the receiving
report or the receiving copy of the invoice.
Vendor Cash Disbursements:
Tests of District cash disbursements revealed that in many instances an
inordinate length of time passed between the check dates and the dates checks
were presented for payment. The practice of holding checks after they are
written leads to strained relationships with vendors, excessive involvement by
District management in attempts to appease irate vendors, unnecessarily in-
creases clerical workloads due to necessity of matching duplicate invoices with
purchase orders which have already been paid, and exposes the District to the
risk of overpayment.
We recommend that checks be forwarded to vendors immediately after receiv-
ing School Board approval.
STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS
Elementary and Middle School Student Activity Funds do not prepare
periodic reports and do not maintain invoices to support disbursements. High
School, Middle School and Elementary School Activities Funds were used for
purposes other than student groups.
We recommend that the School Board thoroughly review its policies with
respect to Student Activities Funds.
FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING
The District has not historically maintained accounting records for its invest-
ment in fixed assets but is currently engaged in a program to do so. We recognize
that the estabHshment of fixed asset accounting records is a major undertaking
and urge that the District continue its efforts to control the assets.
A letter of this type is critical by nature. We found many examples of sound
business management practices during our engagement. We extend our thanks to
the officials and employees of the Hopkinton School District for their assistance
during our audit.
CAREY, VACHON & CLUKAY
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1981 to June 30, 1982
School Administrative Unit No. 24
GENERAL FUND
Cash on Hand July 1,1981




Deficit Appropriation - -
Balance of Previous Appropriations - -
Advance on Next Year's Appropriations - -
Revenue from State Sources 73,723,14
Revenue from Federal Sources 350.37
Received from Tuitions 3 ,097 .96
Received as income from Trust Funds - -
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds
(Principal Only) - -
Received From Capital Reserve Funds - -
Received from all Other Sources 36,129.52
TOTAL RECEIPTS 2,169,615.99
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 2,205,698.50
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 2,081 ,424.89
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $124,273.61
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FOOD SERVICE FUND
Cash on Hand July 1,1981
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 4,598.75
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation $ 6,500.00
Revenue from State Sources 14,757.00
Received from all Other Sources
Local Lunch Sales/Interest 61 ,867.23
TOTAL RECEIPTS 83 ,1 24.23
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 87,722.98
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDER PAID 86,283.35
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 1,439.63
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
Town of Hopkinton Appropriation $ 6,500.00
Local Sales Sales 61 ,539.69
State & Federal Reimbursement Reimbursement 14,757.00
Bank of New Hampshire Interest 327.54
TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $83 ,1 24.23
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CAPITAL RESERVE
Cash on Hand July 1,1981
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ - -
Received from all Other Sources $10,000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS 10,000.00
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 1 0,000.00
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID - -
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 1 0,000.00
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
Town of Hopkinton Appropriation to Capital Reserve
for Roof Repair $ 1 0,000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $ 10,000.00
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JESSIE GOULD FUND
Cash on Hand July 1,1981
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
$320.17
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts)







DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
DESCRIPTION
Bank of New Hampshire Interest





Cash on Hand July 1,1981
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
$249.26
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts)
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID







DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION
Bank of New Hampshire Interest
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STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS
Showing Annual Maturities of Principal and Interest
1969 Elementary & High School Addition
Rate 5.80%








TOTAL BONDED LIABILITIES, June 30, 1982 $210,000.00
INTEREST $ 48,720.00
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
General Fund
FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
Town of Hopkinton 81/82 Appropriation $2,056,315.00
State of New Hampshire Sweepstakes 15,423.17
State of New Hampshire Foster Children 400.00
State of New Hampshire Building Aid 9,000.00
State of New Hampshire Driver Education 1,550.00
State of New Hampshire Vocational Education 4,240.00
State of New Hampshire Handicapped Aid 43,109.47
Federal Government Flood Land 270.72
Federal Government Account Rec— Federal Projects 79.65
Various Refunds of Expenditures 11,261.83
Various Local Tuition 3,097.96
Bank of New Hampshire Interest 3,429.93
Hopkinton Lion's Club Donation 250.00
Brookfield Rental 1.00
Various Void of Old Checks 1,608.23
Various Vendors Accts. Receivable Rec. 14,332.34
Dodd Insurance Insurance Refund Reimbursement 520.52
Stewart Nelson Insurance Insurance Refund Reimbursement 130.12
Transfer from Capital Balance of Account Toward
Projects Principal 4,596.05
TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $2,169,615.99
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD - 1982
The Hopkinton School Board is pleased to report to the town that our school
system continues to provide the students of our community the opportunity to
receive an excellent education.
This past year the School Board and the Administration have continued to
study and review the program of studies and curriculum requirements. The
School Board has adopted the practice of inviting the various department heads
and grade level teachers to appear individually before the board. At that time,
the individual presents the board with a brief synopsis of his specialty. This
practice has served to keep the School Board up to date and familiar with the
educational processes of the district.
The maintenance of both the physical plants and the grounds has always been
a concern of the School Board. This year we have made great strides towards
improving the appearance of our buildings. The gym floor at the high school has
been completely stripped and refinished. It is the intention of the school board
to purchase a protective floor covering to be used at all times other than athletic
events.
We have been fortunate to have a very diligent hot lunch committee that has
worked with the new hot lunch director in making some innovative changes in
our hot lunch menu. The committee has also studied the kitchen facilities and
equipment, and is able to advise the School Board in that area. We are very
grateful to the community members who serve on this committee.
We have a school system of which we can all be very proud. At this time we
would like to thank all the people who have helped to make it possible ; the
administration, staff and students for their cooperation this past year, and the
residents and taxpayers of Hopkinton for their continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Betsy Wilder, Chairman





This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge
and beUef. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter 7
1
of the Revised Statutes Aimotated and upon forms prescribed by the State Tax
Commission.
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State Share Admin. Salaries $ -0- $ -0-
Adult Education 5,000 5,000
Title I 35,000 23,000
Title II/IV 10,000 -0-
Public Law 94-142 18,500 28,000
89-313 -0- 3,000
Interest Income 1,200 2,000
1981/82 Reserve Fund Balance -Computer -0- 6,194
TOTAL $ 69,700 $ 67,194
EXPENDITURES
Administrative Expenses $ 7,075 $ 9,088
Office Supplies 5,400 5,600
Other Expenses 7,020 8,270
Equipment Maintenance 1,500 1,561
Computer 12,817 13,947
Dues 800 913
Maintenance of Plant 2,200 2,180
Utilities 7,600 7,440
Insurance 3,090 3,370
Replacement of Equipment 2,336 3,313
Rent 7,200 8,760
Administrative Salaries 68,900 74,412
Employee Benefits—Administration 9,587 10,810
Office Personnel Salaries 82,025 88,474
Employee Benefits— Office Personnel 14,265 15,219
Contingency 2,000 2,000
Staff Development 4,500 4,500
SUB-TOTAL $238,345 $259,857
Special Education $ 86,607 $ 97,044
Title I 35,000 23,000
Title II/IV 10,000 -0-
Adult Education 5,500 5,500
Public Law 94-142 18,500 28,000
Public Law 89-313 -0- 3,000
GRAND TOTAL $393,952 $416,401
NET AMOUNT TO BE
RAISED BY TAXATION $324,252 $349,207
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24




General Budget $ 40,423 $42,590
Special Education 7,275 16,672
$ 47,698 $ 59,262
HILLSBORO-DEERING COOPERATIVE •
General Budget $ 87,478 $ 90,451
Special Education 43,667 49,114
$131,145 $139,565
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
General Budget $ 83,746 $ 89,594
Special Education 26,822 27,396
$110,568 $116,990
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
General Budget $ 12,524 $ 15,130
Special Education 589 524
$ 13,113 $ 15,654
WASHINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
General Budget $ 12,310 $ 13,364
Special Education 8,254 3,338
$ 20,564 $ 16,702
WINDSOR SCHOOL DISTRICT






GRAND TOTAL $324,252 $349,207
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Annual Message
To The Citizens of the Hopkinton School District:
In a September, 1982, Gallup polls 84% of those surveyed indicated that a
strong educational system would be the best guarantee of a strong America in
the future . The National Opinion Surveys on PubUc Confidence now show that
education is listed behind only medicine and science as an institution in which
people have a great deal of confidence. These are but two of many key signs that
the more negative fall out of the Vietnam/Watergate era is losing its hold and
that our schools have become more effective in meeting the pubHcs expectations.
One of the most important developments in our local schools, have been the
significant and continued professional growth and improvement of our whole
instructional staff. Their growing skills, sense of accountability, professionalism
and responsiveness to the increasing expectations of the School Board and
administrators is noticeable and important. The teacher(s) and aides of the Hop-
kinton Schools are to be commended for their outstanding contributions in
making excellence a standard that is being reached on a more frequent basis than
ever before.
The people of Hopkinton have continually demonstrated their strong and un-
compromising support of quality education. Your School Board members have
been equally outstanding in the leadership and support they have provided to
both administrators and staff in translating the communities desires into reality.
Significant efforts have been made throughout the budget development
process to both maintain the general excellence of our programs and to make
every effort possible to restrict the financial demands upon the community.
Within this context, I believe that the efforts of the School Board to encour-
age proper maintenance of all buildings and grounds and to develop better
energy efficiency are areas that deserve the Districts continued financial support.
I would also hope that the District would be able to support staff/administra-
tive requests aimed at improving elementary Hbrary services, expanding com-
puter education at the elementary and high school levels and the upgrading of
the high school science and foreign language programs. These areas represent the
key priorities within the 1983/84 instructional budget proposal.
The following are but a few of the many examples that are available of the
successful efforts of staff to wisely use the financial support you provided in the
past year.
— Elaine Loiselle has done excellent work in providing coordination and leader-
ship to our special education program.
— Judy Cavanaugh has provided leadership to the improvement of the elemen-
tary mathematics program.
— Jim Kociuba has done much to develop a growing student interest in art.
— David Kent has provided significant leadership to the growth and develop-
ment of both mathematics and computer education.
— Beth Boos has earned commendations for the development of new physical
education programs.
— Pert Gaskill received similar recognition for the development of new small
engines and metals programs.
— Bob Paris has made continual improvements in the French program and Bill
Kulbacki has developed a strong unit of instruction on tidepool ecology.
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— Considerable effort has been made to develop a strong 6th grade environ-
mental science program.
— Art and Music are being provided for students in grades seven and eight,
— Bill Egan is providing needed guidance services in the elementary school.
— The high school English Department is promoting the extension of a formal
study skills development program.
In closing, it is my pleasure to indicate that Ann Brown, Marge Clarner, Grace
Jager, Mel Edwards, Dave Kent, Augustine Moynihan, Robert Paris and Kathleen
Perry have received Board commendations through the regular teacher evalua-
tion system as Outstanding Teachers for the 1981/82 school year.
These teachers are representative of all the many teachers of Hopkinton
whose pursuit of excellence has resulted in fine educational opportunities being
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HOPKINTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Hopkinton Elementary Schools completed their 1982 academic year with the
annual awards ceremony in the Maple Street School cafeteria. All pupils, grades
three through six, the full complement of staff, and a number of parents and
friends rendered their compliments as a variety of awards were distributed to
more than ninety deserving pupils.
Schools opened again on September 7 with a combined enrollment of 416
pupils, 20 fewer than in September of 1981. This represents the third consecu-
tive year of decHning enrollment in the elementary grades. We reached a peak of
480 pupils in April of 1979. Our projections show a decline again in 1983, as
the present sixth grade graduates to the High School building this coming June,
after which time our school population will commence another upswing.
New teachers to complement the elementary staff in September are listed as
follows:
Jane Weimar, Learning Abilities teacher at Maple Street School, replaced
Beverly Waters, who moved to Alabama.
Sandra Keyes replaced Nina McVie as a fourth grade teacher at Maple Street
School. Nina left teaching to work for a large insurance company.
Carol Sheehan replaced Grace Jager as a sixth grade teacher at Maple Street
School. Due to the large sixth grade enrollment, we employ four teachers at
that grade level this year. Mrs. Jager accepted a teaching position at Hillsboro
Elementary School.
William Egan was selected as the new schools counselor, grades K-8. Mr.
Egan has an office at the High School, but divides his time among the three
schools.
We were fortunate to have a "Block Grant" proposal accepted in September
of 1982. The grant made it possible for us to staff the Maple Street School
Library with a fully certified Elementary Schools Librarian at no direct cost to
the District.
We were very fortunate to add Janet Zeller to our teaching staff three days
a week for the remainder of the school year. Janet has developed a full service
library program for both pupils and teachers. She is presently instructing classes
of pupils in library skills, and will offer inservice training to teachers in use of
audio visual equipment and materials, and utilization of the library for improve-
ment in instruction.
One of the Principal's major objectives for school year 1982-83 is to study
the feasibility of conducting a formal "elementary schools evaluation." Such
evaluations have been standard procedure for many years at the secondary level,
and are currently becoming more widely adopted by elementary schools. The
goal of such an evaluation would be to determine current strengths and weak-
nesses and make recommendations for improvement. The major components of
the evaluation would be a self-evaluation, conducted by sub committees consist-
ing of staff, parents and students, and a second evaluation and report, conducted
by an on-site visiting committee. For years we have professed excellence in our
elementary schools' program. An extensive evaluation would help to determine
whether our appraisal is an accurate one.
The impact of mini-computers is being felt in elementary schools throughout
the country. As these computers become more functional and less expensive,
their instructional possibilities become more practical. We are giving serious
consideration to the addition of a minimum of two mini-computers at Maple
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Street School. These computers would provide both orientation to teachers and
students, and instruction to selected students in language arts, problem solving
or other approved subject areas.
Once again, the state of the economy has dictated prudence in preparation
of our instructional budget.
I wish to thank the entire staff for their cooperation, and support of my
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HOPKINTON HIGH SCHOOL PRINICPAL'S REPORT
The 78th annual Commencement Exercises were held on the front lawn of
Hopkinton High School. There were seventy members in the Class of 1982.
Sixty -five percent enrolled in college, four percent enlisted in the Armed Forces
and thirty-one percent joined the work force. Four of the members in the work
force will enroll in college next year.
The current enrollment of students is: Grade 7 — 75; Grade 8—67; Grade 9 —
71;Grade 10-68;Grade 11 -70; and Grade 12-65.
The Administration continued the process of objective review of all signifi-
cant aspects of school life as reported in 1981. This school year, 1982/83, nine
goals are being studied. They are: 1) Grading System; 2) Grouping Within The
School Program; 3) Substance Education; 4) Utilization of the Computer;
5) Increase Pride in Physical Plant; 6) The Educational Program; 7) Student
Activity Program; 8) Testing; 9) Guidance Department. The Administration
Council will develop a position paper based on a consensus of each topic with
the faculty, students, parents/community as well as other appropriate sources. A
finalized report will be submitted to the Superintendent and the School Board.
Hopkinton Jr and Sr High School has met all applicable standards for approval
designation to the State Board of Education. The following changes enabled us
to meet all requirements for approval status: 1) All 7th and 8th graders are now
receiving 60 clock hours in general music and art; 2) Physical Education is
scheduled on a yearly basis for 60 clock hours of instruction for all 7th and 8th
graders; 3) A Guidance Counselor was added to serve the K-8 enrollment.
It was a pleasure to return to HHS in the fall of 1982 to find a marked
improvement in the area of building and grounds as defined in the refurbishment
of the gym floor and the overall cleanliness of the building. Also, we are proud
to announce the completion of our outdoor sign project which was funded by
monies given to the school from previous graduating classes and the Hopkinton
Alumni Association. Due to the combined efforts of the Industrial Arts Depart-
ment and various student and community people, the cement foundation and
brick pillars were skillfully erected. Many thanks to all those involved for their
time and efforts.
There are many positive signs that suggest progress has been made in our
pursuit of excellence and school spirit. The Administration and Staff appreciate
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ENERGY REPORT
Hopkinton School District voted the sum of $12,000 for energy conservation
measures for the 1981/82 school year.
A hot water storage tank was installed at the high school so that it is now not
necessary to start up the fumance to provide hot water for the kitchen. Three
high efficiency oil burners have been installed in the schools. The heating con-
trols at the Maple Street School were overhauled to provide greater efficiency.
Many of the classrooms throughout the three schools have lighting far in excess
of that which is required. As an experiment, three areas of the high school have
had the Ughting reduced through the use of "phantom tubes." Considerably
more would have to be done in this area in order for it to have an impact on the
usage of electricity.
While the total consumption of oil dropped in 1981/82 by about 2600 gal-
lons, as compared with 1980/81 , the total cost of the oil used rose by $4500 due
to the increased costs of fuel oil. It is difficult to assess how much of the savings
in oil consumption was due to the installation of the high efficiency burners
which were not installed until late winter. Future comparisons will be more
meaningful.
As of this writing, about $3500 of the appropriation remains. Most of this
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HOPKiNTON SCHOOLS - TEACHER ROSTER
NAME POSITION
Linda Allen Grade 1
Richard Arena English
Sharon Baker Business Education
Lawrence Bickford Math
Judith Blood Grade 6
Richard Blood English
Beth Boos Physical Education
John Brookfield Music
Ann Brown English
Judith Cavanaugh Grade 5
Marge Clarner Grade 2
Sarah Coen Home Economics
Ehzabeth Collins Grade 4
Ralph Davidson Science
Andre Dusseault Social Studies
Mel Edwards Remedial Reading
Sharon Fox English
Pertice Gaskill Industrial Arts
Patricia Graham Home Economics
Julie Hafferkamp Grade 2
Esther Hansen Physical Education
Kenneth Hazen Grade 6
Tyrus Houston Social Studies
Debbie Imse Grade 1
David Kent Math




Elaine Loiselle Learning DisabiHties
Francis Macukewicz Grade 6
Nancy Marden Kindergarten
Curtis Martin Physical Education
Mary Minkler Grade 1
Augustine Moynihan Social Studies
Francis Muzzey Math
Roberta Nylander Grade 5
Robert Paris French
Kathy Perry Math
Gwenn Peters Grade 4
Susan Pisinski Grade 3
WiUiam Renauld Industrial Arts
David Savage German
Linda Schneider Science
Carol Sheehan Grade 6
Barbara Summers French/English
Susan Toczko Readiness
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Jane Weimar Learning Disabilities
Wendy Wetterer Grade 5
Barbara Wilson Music
Robert Wirta Social Studies
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ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT













Heights & Weights 678
First Aid 1163
Other
Transported to Dr.'s Office 28
Transported Home 39





















Clinics and Special Referrals
Cases Treated
Immunization 8
Pre School 1 1
Speech Screening 72 72
Home Visits 5
School Physician, J. H. LIGHTFOOT, M.D.
School Nurse Teacher, JOAN ANN CRAIG, R.N.
Superintendent of Schools, THOMAS WATMAN
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REPORT OF THE ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARCH 11J982
At the duly appointed time and place (March 9, 1982, Hopkinton Town Hall) School
District Moderator Gary B. Richardson read the warrrant of the Hopkinton School District
calling for the election of school district officers. Mr. Richardson then declared the polls
open at 8:00 A.M. to remain open until 6:00 P.M.
In accordance with the duly posted warrant of the Hopkinton School District, the
School District Moderator Gary B. Richardson called the annual meeting of said district to
order at 7:30 P.M. March 11, 1982 at the Hopkinton School Gymnasium.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Wilder who spoke thanking Mr. Desmond for his six
years of dedication and service as a member of the Hopkinton School Board.
ARTICLE I
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
I move that the District choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
The Motion was adopted by the Meeting.
ARTICLE II
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded by
Mrs. Wilder.
I move that the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committees be accepted as printed in
the Annual Report.
The Motion was adopted by the Meeting.
ARTICLE III
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder.
I move that the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,364,768.00 for the
support of schools for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Brochu who offered the following amendment.
Mrs. Brochu moved to amend Article III by deleting the sum of $2,364,768.00 and
inserting in place thereof $2,359,768.00. Mrs. Brochu spoke to the Motion recommending
the deletion of the arts and enrichment program.
Mr. Donald Place seconded the Motion.
The Motion was put to a voice vote and was defeated.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Anderson for the purpose of amending Article III.
Mrs. Anderson moved to amend Article III by deleting the sum of $2,364,768.00 and
inserting in place thereof $2,394,768.00.
Mrs. Anderson spoke to her amendment recommending reestablishment of the
$30,000.00 at the regular instructional program, said sum being submitted without recom-
mendation by the Budget Committee.
The Motion was seconded by Mrs. Dresser.
Mr. Craig moved to amend Mrs. Anderson's amendment.
Mr. Craig moved to amend Mrs. Anderson's amendment by deleting the sum of
$2,394,768.00 and inserting in place thereof $2,436,732.00.
Mr. Craig spoke to his amendment stating his amendment would reinstate the sum of
$71,964.00 which was submitted without recommendation by the Budget Committee.
The Motion was seconded by Mr. Hare.
Considerable discussion ensued concerning these amendments.
Mr. Satter moved the question. Seconded by Mr. Mueller.
Mrs. Krzyzaniak presented a written request signed by five additional citizens for a
Yes/No ballot vote on Mr. Craig's amendment. A Yes/No ballot being taken, the following
resulted:
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Yes 92 No 89
Mr. Craig's amendment was adopted by the Meeting.
Mrs. Anderson's amendment as amended by Mr. Craig was put to a vote.
Mrs. Krzyzaniak presented a written request signed by five additional citizens for a
Yes/No ballot vote. Mrs. Anderson's amendment as amended by Mr. Craig was put to a
ballot vote with the following results:
Yes 94 No 92
Mrs. Anderson's amendment as amended by Mr. Craig was adopted by the meeting.
The Moderator called for a vote on Article III as amended the sum of $2,436,732.00.
Mrs. Krzyzaniak presented a written request signed by five additional citizens for a
Yes/No ballot vote. The results of the Yes/No ballot vote on Article III were as follows:
Yes 109 No 75
The Moderator declared Article III as amended ($2,436,732.00) adopted by the Meeting.
Mr. Craig requested recognition and received recognition from the Moderator. Mr.
Craig stating he voted on the prevailing side and moved for reconsideration of Article III
as adopted.
The Motion was seconded by Mr. Myler.
Mr. Craig spoke to his Motion requesting a NO vote. He explained this would preclude
further reconsideration of this Article. The Motion was put to a voice vote and was defeated.
ARTICLE IV
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion seconded
by Mrs. Wilder.
I move that the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 as a con-
tingency fund.
The Motion was adopted by the Meeting.
ARTICLE V
The Moderator recognized Mr. Milne who offered the following Motion, seconded by
Mrs. Wilder.
I move that the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 for the
purpose of making building heating/electrical modifications that will result in energy
conservation.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Wither for the purpose of making the following amend-
ment.
I wish to amend Article V by striking out the sum of $12,000.00 and inserting in place
thereof the sum of $20,000.00. The Article as amended would then read:
I move that the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for
the purpose of making building heating/electrical modifications that will result in energy
conservation.
The amendment was seconded by Mr. Milne.
The amendment was put to a voice vote and adopted in the affirmative.
Article V as amended was then put to a voice vote and adopted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE VI
The Moderator recognized Mr, Desmond who offered the following motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
I move that the District vote to establish a capital reserve fund for the purpose of re-
placement or repair of the Maple Street School roof, and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 for said purpose.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond for the purpose of amending Article VI and
seconded by Mrs. Wilder. The amended Article would read as follows:
I move that the District vote to increase the capital reserve fund for the purpose of
replacement or repair of The Maple Street School roof, and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 for said purpose.-
The amendment was put to a voice vote and adopted.
Article VI as amended was put to a voice vote and adopted.
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ARTICLE VII
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
Mr. Desmond moved that the District vote to establish a capital reserve fund for the
purpose of replacement or repair of the High School roof and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for said purpose.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond for the purpose of amending Article VII and
was seconded by Mrs. Wilder. The amended Article would read as foUows:
I move that the District vote to increase the capital reserve fund for the purpose of
replacement of repair of the High School roof and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for said purpose.
The amendment was put to a voice vote and adopted.
Article VII as amended was put to a voice vote and adopted.
ARTICLE VIII
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
I move that the District vote, pursuant to RSA 198:20-b, to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action of the School District
Meeting, money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal year upon the
following conditions:
a. The money must be used for the legal purposes for which the School District can
appropriate money.
b. The School Board must hold a public hearing in connection with any proposed
expenditure of funds.
c. It shall not require the expenditure of additonal School District funds.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who spoke to this Article. The Article was
put to a voice vote and adopted.
ARTICLE IX
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
I Move that the District vote to authorize the School Board on its behalf, to enter into
and bind the District to any requisite agreements with the District of Concord and the
State Board of Education so that the District will be enabled to participate in the regional
vocational education center program conducted in the Concord School District servingf
Region II, this authorization to be limited to the 1982-1983 school year.
Mr. Dunlap moved the question and it was seconded by Mr. WUke. The Moderator put
the question to a voice vote which was adopted in the affirmative.
Article IX was then put to a voice vote and adopted.
ARTICLE X
The Moderator recognized Mr. Desmond who offered the following Motion, seconded
by Mrs. Wilder:
I move to transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
There being no other business, the Article was put to a voice vote and adopted.
The Moderator then proceeded to address the Meeting and announce the amount of
money raised by this Meeting as follows:
The sum of $2,436,732.00 under Article III for support of schools for the upcoming
year.
The sum of $10,000.00 under Article IV as a Contingency Fund.
The sum of $20,000.00 under Article V for energy conservation for Hopkinton Schools.
The sum of $5,000.00 under Article VI as a Capital Reserve for Maple Street School
roof.
The sum of $5,000.00 under Article VII as a Capital Reserve Fund for the High School
roof.
The total amount raised by the Meeting was $2,476,732.00.
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Moderator Richardson announced to the Meeting the results of the 1982 election of





Mary Ellen Card 675
FOR TREASURER:
Douglas H. Brown 679
FOR SCHOOL BOARD - THREE YEAR TERM
John T. Boatwright 483
Donald P. Clarke 264
Thomas M. OTDonnell 255
John H. Porter, Jr. 382
Scattered 2
The Moderator then stated the following elected: School Board (3 years) John Boatwright,
John H. Porter, Jr. Clerk (1 year) Mary Ellen Card, Treasurer (1 year) Douglas H. Brown,
Moderator (1 year) Gary B. Richardson.
There being no further business to come before this Meeting, upon motion of Mr.
Desmond, the Meeting was adjourned at 9:37 P.M., whereupon duly elected officials of
the District were administered their oaths of office by Moderator Richardson, with Mr.
Richardson being administered his oath of office by Board Member Desmond.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Ellen Card, Clerk
Gary B. Richardson, Moderator
i


